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Abstract 

Current research and trends have emphasized the importance of career education and 

comprehensive school counseling programs in schools.  To date, few researchers have asked 

students directly what they know and need to know for post-high school planning.  The purpose 

of this study was to indentify the specific needs of students in order to create a comprehensive 

career and college counseling program for grades nine through twelve in the high school setting.  

A survey was given to high school seniors regarding their educational and career plans, as well 

as the resources they have used to make these post-secondary decisions.  Results indicated that 1) 

there is a difference in the needs of students depending on their post high school choices; and 2) 

there is a need for a comprehensive school counseling program.  Implications for school 

counselors and future research were discussed. 
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Career Education and Comprehensive School Counseling: The Needs of High School Seniors 

Freshmen enter high school with the goal to graduate in four years ready to pursue their 

dreams; whether that is attending college, going straight into the workforce, entering the military 

or even taking a year off to explore.  Whatever they may choose, schools are given the 

responsibility of making sure that today’s students are better prepared “for the next leg of their 

educational journey” (National Commission on the High School Senior Year, 2001, p. 29).  

School counselors have become strong advocates for students as they strive to meet the 

challenges of the school system and prepare to make successful transitions out of high school 

(American School Counselor Association, 2005; Dimmitt & Carey, 2007).  Comprehensive 

programs in academic, social-emotional and career development have been created to help 

school counselors prepare students to transition out of high school. The American School 

Counseling Association (ASCA) emphasizes the importance of considering local demographic 

needs when integrating and adapting the National Model to create an effective counseling 

program (American School Counselor Association, 2005).  To date, few studies have been done 

on the student’s perception of their transition experience (Gibbons, Borders, Wiles et. al, 2006; 

Reid & Moore, 2008).  This study focuses on the academic, career and social-emotional 

preparation of the students transitioning out of high school from the perspective of the high 

school senior.  With the movement towards a proactive, comprehensive, approach to career 

education; it is imperative to understand the experience of students in order to create and 

implement such a program successfully. 

Review of the Literature 

 There are many factors that need to be considered when creating a comprehensive school 

counseling program as it cannot be created based on the ASCA National Standards alone.  First, 
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this review will look at a brief history of career education and counseling in the school system.  

Second, it will examine the ASCA National Model, comprehensive programs in career education 

and relevant career development theories.  Next, the academic and career values of today’s high 

school students will be explored, as well as their college and career decision making needs.  

National trends on college admissions, academics, and employment as related to the “Millennial” 

generation will be addressed.  Lastly, this review will examine the few studies done on the career 

choice experiences of high school students. 

Brief History of Career Education in Schools 

Career education began as an attempt to incorporate career development theory into the 

education system (Lapan, 2004).  Since the conception of school counseling in the late 1800’s, 

the importance of school counselors competence in career and vocational guidance was seen as 

imperative in facilitating the educational reform.  It was believed that this would lead to the 

economic development of the nation and informed decision making of individuals (Herr, 2001).  

Even in the early 20
th

 century, Stephens (1970) reported that: 

To many leaders of the vocational reform movement…it was apparent that vocational 

education was but the first part of a package of needed educational reforms.  They argued 

that a school curriculum and educational goals that mirrored the occupational structure 

created merely a platform and impetus for launching youth into the world of 

work…Without guidance experts it was argued, other efforts at reform would be aborted. 

(p. xiv) 

 In a time of vast economic and educational reform, career education and guidance in 

schools was born.  Frank Parsons (1909), who is widely seen as the “architect” of vocational 

guidance in the United States, was one of the first to encourage the balance of book work with 
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industrial education and classes in culture and industrial science.  His trait and factor approach to 

finding the right career is the foundation many of today’s career counseling theories.  From his 

work with high school drop outs and immigrants in the early 20
th

 century, he showed the 

importance of the knowledge of oneself, the knowledge of the requirements for different lines of 

work, and the use of “true reasoning” to match the abilities of oneself to those of a job.   

In the 1950’s, researchers were beginning to realize that the trait and factor approach to 

career guidance was not enough.  Super (1954) and the National Vocational Guidance 

Association defined the practice of “vocational and educational guidance” to include the study of 

the individual, the career, and the use of counseling skills.  School counseling was gradually 

moving away from a reactive orientation, but to an orientation that was preventative in nature 

and promoted students’ healthy growth and development (ASCA, 2005). 

The profession of school counseling has continuously been affected by economic 

changes, educational reform, changes in the workforce and national policies (Herr, 2001).  One 

major reform that effected school counselors was the conception of the National Defense 

Education Act of 1958 (NDEA).  NDEA not only provided funds to train school counselors but 

also lead to the creation of K-12 guidance programs.  School counselors were now seen as vital 

in implementing the changing missions of schools (ASCA, 2005; Herr, 2001).  Professionals 

were beginning to recognize the important role school counselors had in not only providing 

career education, but in preventing students from dropping out, motivating students to perform 

higher academically, meeting their social-emotional needs and in turn stimulating more 

purposeful behavior.   

In the 1970’s, Hoyt was instrumental in gaining recognition of the importance of career 

education in schools.  He described career education as a collaborative effort between educators 
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and community leaders to help students develop the skills, attitudes, and knowledge necessary to 

lead them to personally satisfying and meaningful job situations (Hoyt, 1976).  Influenced by 

career development theory, research, accountability and evaluation movements, it was becoming 

clear that the movement towards developing comprehensive guidance programs was well on its 

way.  Providing one-on-one encounters between counselor and student was no longer enough.  It 

was apparent that a total educational program with a common goal of maturing the total and 

integrated development of the individual was needed to meet the differing needs of students.  In 

the 1980’s, the role of a school counselor continued to change from being reactive to proactive.  

Educational acts such as the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Educational Act of 1984 and the 

National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) of 1988 were in full 

support of planned programs for career development of all students (Herr, 2001).  The Perkins 

Act authorized the use of “guidance programs” in schools that were designed to improve, expand 

and extend career guidance and counseling to meet career development and employment needs 

of students.  NOICC specifically identified competencies and behavioral indicators of each in the 

areas of self-knowledge, educational, and occupational exploration and career planning.  These 

competencies were viewed as essential for the successful transition between educational levels.  

School counseling began and continues to evolve from a reactive, crisis-oriented service to a 

proactive, integrated educational program. 

American School Counselor Association 

The profession of school counseling has come a long way from its conception more than 

100 years ago, but today’s mission of schools and school counselors is not that much different 

than its roots:  supporting academic achievement of all students so they are ready for the ever-

changing world of the 21
st
 century (ASCA, 2005).  In looking at the history of the role of school 
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counselors, past and current research, and in an effort to keep up with educational reform, ASCA 

developed their National Standards in 1997 (ASCA, 2005; Dahir, 2001).  This landmark 

document provided student content standards for school counseling programs in the areas of 

academic, career, and social-emotional development for kindergarten through 12
th

 grades.   

These standards were not only created to help improve student achievement in school, but helped 

establish the overall purpose of school counseling programs and provided a way to measure 

achievement of such programs.   

In 2001, ASCA took these standards a step further to develop the ASCA National Model: 

A Framework for School Counseling Programs.  As of 2001, Dahir reported that over 400 

schools and districts throughout the 50 states had established comprehensive school counseling 

programs based on the National Standards.  She also reported that over 69% of counselor 

education programs were using the National Standards in their curricula.  This comprehensive 

program was revised yet again in 2005 to better help school counselors meet the academic, 

career and social-emotional needs of every student in response to educational reforms, a 

movement towards accountability, and the need to close achievement and opportunity gaps 

(ASCA, 2005; Hatch & Chen-Hayes, 2008).  The updated ASCA National Model is designed to 

be proactive by design and developmental in nature to ensure that all students, not just those who 

are motivated, are fully supported to be successful in school (ASCA, 2005).  A comprehensive 

counseling program not only benefits students, but has a positive impact on parents or guardians, 

teachers, administrators, boards of education, school counselors, counselor educators, post 

secondary institutions and the community.  The comprehensive program is a result-based system, 

which not only outlines the roles and functions of school counselors, but also lists specific 

competencies and indicators of desired student outcomes in each of the content areas of 
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academic, career and social-emotional development (See Appendix A).  It also outlines delivery 

management and accountability systems for school counselors.   

The student competencies are not all-inclusive, and ASCA (2005) emphasizes the 

importance of aligning the National Standards with state, school district and school building 

standards and documents.  ASCA (2005) encourages each school to “crosswalk” the district and 

school’s needs with the National Standards in order to guide the development of a 

comprehensive program that is best fit to ensure all students’ success.  The competencies that are 

used by each school are often identified through a needs assessment.  The identified 

competencies are the foundation from which school counselors can develop strategies and 

activities for students to achieve social-emotional, career, and academic proficiency as they 

transition from grade to grade and eventually out of high school (Dahir, 2001). The National 

Standards also give school counselors a way to assess the impact of such counseling strategies 

and emphasize the importance of school counseling in the school system. 

Effectiveness of Career Education in Schools  

 Studies on the impact of career education programs have been promising and have 

shown that the programs are beneficial to students.  Evans and Burck’s (1992) meta-analysis of 

67 studies on career interventions found a consistent positive effect on academic achievement.  

They found that students who participated in career education interventions did better 

academically than those students who did not participate.  Evans and Burck also found that 

career education programs tended to have a more positive impact on academic achievement if the 

program was intensive, related to their core academic subjects and was in at least its second year 

of implementation with the same students. 
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 Studies have also shown that career development of all students grades K-12 are 

enhanced even more when school counselors fully implement the ASCA National Standards for 

Comprehensive School Counseling Programs (Lapan, 2004).  Schools that have chosen to 

implement the ASCA National Model are making more career and college information available 

to students than those schools that do not (Lapan, Gysbers, & Petroski, 2001; Lapan, Gysbers, & 

Sun, 1997).  Lapan, Gysbers and Sun (1997) also found that high schools that fully implemented 

a comprehensive counseling program had students who reported that they were earning higher 

grades; they felt that their education was better preparing them for their future and they felt that 

their school had a more positive climate. 

 Comprehensive school counseling programs help counselors meet the needs of all 

students, including gifted students, minority students, students with learning disabilities, those 

students going to college and those who may enter the workforce right away (Lapan, 2004). 

Since many students do transition right into the workforce, it is important that counselors are 

helping those students transition successfully.  Blustein et al. (1997) found that job satisfaction in 

young adulthood for those students going right into work was strongly related to the assistance 

and support they received from their high school counselors.  Those adults who did report greater 

job satisfaction were able to describe how their high school counselor reached out to them in 

proactive ways and provided emotional, career, and academic support. 

Lapan (2004) stated that effective career counseling for adolescents is essential, as 

satisfaction with one’s work and job performance is directly linked to life satisfaction, well 

being, health and marital satisfaction in adulthood.  The overall goal of the ASCA National 

model is to have every student gain real-world skills, knowledge and the attitudes needed to 

become a productive, multicultural citizen (Sink et. al, 2008).  The content area of career 
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development is especially important at the high school level as students prepare for their gradual 

transition out of high school.   

Career Development and Decision Making 

While the ASCA National Standards make it easy to measure whether a counseling 

program is successful, the knowledge of Career Development theories is needed to create a 

strong foundation for an effective counseling program.  In the early 1970’s, Herr and Cramer 

(1972) discussed the value of using career development theory in order to provide the conceptual 

background for comprehensive counseling programs and their subsequent outcomes.  There have 

been many well thought out theories of career development contributing to the field of career 

counseling.  Two such theories that are relevant to explaining why people, particularly high 

school students, make the occupational choices they do are Super’s Life-Span, Life-Space 

approach, as well as Duane Brown’s Values-Based, Holistic Model of Career and Life-Role 

Choices and Satisfaction.  The Life-Span, Life-Space theory explains career development as a 

phenomenon that takes place over the life span and also includes the interaction of life roles one 

may portray over their lifetime, one’s self-concept, values, and how those affect career choice 

(Super, 1990; Super, Savickas & Super, 1996).  The Value-Based model expands upon Super’s 

theory and emphasizes the influence of values in career decision making and the importance they 

play in the selection and satisfaction of all of the life roles (Brown, 1995, 1996, 2002; Brown & 

Crace, 1996).  When used together, the above theories show that people will chose their careers 

based on their life stage, their choice and integration of salient life roles, an understanding of 

self, and the values they believe to be of importance. 
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Donald Super’s Life-Span, Life-Space   

After examining developmental, differential, personality, social, phenomenological and 

personality psychology; Donald Super created a loosely unified set of theories he has come to 

call his Life-Span, Life-Space theory of career development (Super, 1990; Super et al., 1996).  

The theory describes three aspects of career development: life-span, life-space, and self-concept 

and is built upon 14 assumptions proposed by Super from his cross-theoretical research 

(McDaniels & Gysbers, 1992; Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2005; Super, 1990). 

Assumptions.  Super (1990) originally had 10 assumptions when he began his theory in 

the early 1950’s, but has since expanded these to a total of 14 to account for more recent research 

in career development.  Through his assumptions, Super (1990) contends that people will have 

differing personal characteristics such as values, abilities and interests; and because of their 

differing characteristics people can be qualified for many occupations.  Super also believed that 

each occupation required a set of personal characteristics and abilities in the individuals that 

succeed in that occupation; but there is enough tolerance to allow different characteristics of 

individuals within each occupation, and each individual the choice of many occupations.   

 Super (1990) assumed that although self-concept is fairly stable after adolescence, a 

person’s vocational preferences, their situations and in turn their self-concepts will change 

slightly with time and experience.  This process of change in career development can be summed 

up in a series of life stages consisting of growth, exploration, establishment, maintenance and 

decline.  Super thought and research has shown that the nature of one’s career pattern is 

influenced by such things as a person’s parental socioeconomic level, mental ability, education, 

skills, personal characteristics, career maturity and the opportunities presented to them (Brott, 

2005; Super et al., 1996, Sverko, 2001).  Career maturity is a hypothetical construct that 
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determines a person’s success in coping with the demands of their environment at any given life 

stage (Super, 1990).  It includes physical, psychological and social characteristics. 

 Super (1990) assumed that development through the five life stages could be guided by 

helping the individual to mature their abilities, interests and overall self-concept.  He believed 

that career development was essentially the development and implementation of self-concepts.  

To Super, self-concept was the product of inherited characteristics, and occupational 

opportunities given to observe and try various roles.  One’s self-concept is synthesized by 

interactive learning through feedback from society. The degree of job and life satisfaction was 

believed to proportional to the degree to which an individual was able to implement self-

concepts such as their abilities, needs, interests, values and personality traits (Super, 1996).  

Super’s final assumption was that work and occupation provide a focus for personality 

organization for most men and women, although for some, other activities such as homemaking 

and leisure may be central as well.  

Life-Span.  Life itself is a developmental process constantly changing as one grows, and 

Super recognized how career development happens within the psychosocial development of the 

individual and against their contextual factors such as the society they live in and their 

occupational opportunities (Brott, 2005; Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2005).  He believed that the 

career development demands on a person are different depending on the life stage they are in, 

and he conceptualized career as “the life course of a person encountering a series of 

developmental tasks and attempting to handle them in such a way as to become the kind of 

person he or she wants to become” (Super, 1990, 225-226).  Super (1990) conceptualized that 

there were five major stages of career development, each containing their own sub-stages: 

growth, exploration, establishment, maintenance and disengagement.  Although he includes 
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average ages of the individuals in each stage, the time spent in each stage and the transitions 

between them are flexible and depend on the person’s level of Career Maturity.  One’s Career 

Maturity denotes a readiness to cope with the developmental tasks at any given stage based on 

their individual biological and social developments (McDaniels & Gysbers, 1992).  Career 

Maturity is never reached, but is a goal relative to where one is at any given time.  It is both 

cognitive and affective, and the concept is used to help promote the development of the life-span 

rather than a static pattern of career development (McDaniels & Gysbers, 1992; Niles & Harris-

Bowlsbey, 2005; Super, 1990). 

 The Growth stage of career development included children ages 4 to 13 (Super et al., 

1996).  This was where children first experience career development and begin to develop a 

sense of self and an understanding of the world of work.  They progress through the sub-stages 

of fantasy, interest and capacity and begin to learn about the importance of planning for the 

future.  Super’s second stage is Exploration, and included adolescents ages 14 to 24.  The sub-

stages included are tentative, transition and trial (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2005).  Based on an 

accurate understanding of self, individuals at this stage clarify the occupations they may enjoy, 

specify an occupational choice and implement that choice by attaining a job (Super et al., 1996). 

 The stage of Establishment, ages 25 to 44, involves stabilizing a job, consolidating or 

becoming a successful producer and possibly advancing to new levels of responsibility (Super et 

al., 1996).  This last sub-stage is not always achieved by all people.  The Maintenance stage, 

usually ages 45 to 65, is only reached if the individual decides to stay in their established 

occupation (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2005; Super, et al., 1996).  If they decide to change, they 

can go back to the Exploration stage to re-crystallize their occupational choices.  If they decide 

to stay in their current job, they will work on the tasks of holding their job, keeping up with new 
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advancements in their field and applying their new skills in innovative ways.  Super’s last stage 

is that of Disengagement, around age 65, when one plans for and eventually retires from the 

work force.   

Life-Space.  Super stated that “too many career theories ignore the fact that while making 

a living people live a life” (Super et al., 1996).  Work cannot be separated from an individual’s 

social, familial and cultural life contexts and concerns (Schultheiss, 2006).  The Life-Space part 

of Super’s theory gives the contextual dimension in which the Life-Span is taking place, and 

explores the many different roles an individual plays over their lifetime.  Life roles can interact 

so that the same job may hold different meanings to two people in different situations. Super 

believed that over a lifetime, people play nine major roles: son or daughter, student, leisurite, 

citizen, worker, spouse or partner, homemaker, parent and pensioner (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 

2005).  These roles tend to play out in four theaters: in the home, at school, the workplace, and 

the community.   

At any given time, a person may play one or more of these roles at the same time.  The 

amount of roles played at one time changes over the life-span, and the importance, or salience, of 

each role played changes as well (Super et al., 1996, Sverko, 2001.)  One’s values have a large 

influence on the salience of life roles chosen by an individual.  Super defined value as a 

psychological state, a relationship or material condition that an individual seeks to attain and he 

believed that the importance one gives to any of the roles is dependent on the opportunity one 

has of attaining their salient values in a given role (Sverko, 2001).  The interaction of these roles 

can enrich life, such as when the roles nurture each other and offer opportunities of self-

expression; or make it stressful, such as when roles are at odds with each other and offer little 

opportunity to express what is valued by the individual (Schultheiss, 2006).   
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Self-Concepts.  Super (1990, 1996) described how personal and contextual factors 

influence the constellation of life roles one plays over a life time, and showed how they interact 

to influence the development of one’s self-concept.  In addition to the process of choosing and 

adjusting to the life-roles in the life-space, one must use personal meaning of their abilities, 

interests, aptitudes and values to help make an occupational choice (Super, 1996).  He believed 

that one’s values had a great influence over occupational choice as they indicate qualities or 

goals sought, and they denote the degree of worth, importance and desirability of what happens 

at work (Knoop, 1994).  Self-concept is used for understanding one’s personal characteristics 

within the contexts their life-roles and their developmental status and in turn used to implement 

an occupational choice. 

Duane Brown’s Values Based, Holistic Model of Career Development 

 Duane Brown’s Values Based theory of career development extends upon Super’s model, 

and emphasizes the importance of values in career decision making (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 

2005).  According to Rokeach (1973), values are beliefs containing cognitive, affective and 

behavioral dimensions that are the basis for goal setting.  This theory contends that values are 

both shaped by genetics and environment, and as values are crystallized, some become more 

important than others (Brown, 1996, 2002; Ravlin & Meglino, 1987).  Values also serve as 

standards; they determine the way needs are met in the family, at work and in the community.  

Research has shown that values are central to the selection of and satisfaction with life roles 

(Knoop, 1994; Schultheiss, 2006).  

Assumptions.  Brown’s model is based on his own set of seven assumptions.  He believed 

that values with high priority are the most important factor in decision making, providing that an 

individual has more than one choice that will satisfy their values (Brown & Crace, 1996).  Each 
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person develops a small amount of values, and they are acquired from society as well as 

influenced by culture, sex, socioeconomic status, and available opportunities.  Therefore there 

are value differences dependent on one’s cultural background (Brown, 2002; Ravlin & Meglino, 

1987; Sverko, 2001).   

Brown’s theory and research supports that satisfaction is based on making choices that 

coincide with one’s values (Brown, 1995, 2002; Brown & Crace, 1996; Knoop, 1994).  Values 

orient individuals towards choices and life roles that may provide desired outcomes in relation to 

one’s crystallized goals (Brown & Crace, 1996; Judge & Bretz, 1992).  Multiple roles are 

interconnected and individuals function holistically, thus value satisfaction in any role 

contributes to life satisfaction.  Since roles are intertwined, Brown (1996) stressed that needs and 

mood related problems in other life roles will interact and affect career choices.  Another 

assumption was that although one may be directed towards certain roles and career choices, 

success in any role does depends on one’s abilities and aptitudes required to function in that role.  

Finally, Brown believed that high functioning and satisfied people have well-developed and 

prioritized values.  

Career Decision Making.  Brown (1996) believed that people made either planned or 

unplanned career decisions.  Those making planned decisions are often at a point of transition, 

such as the transition of Super’s life-stages, or the transition from high-school to college.  Those 

making planned decisions are also likely to be those that have a highly developed understanding 

of their values, and have prioritized them.  Some of their values and the associated life roles may 

have changed, and they may be making the choice to change careers or jobs to better coincide 

with their values and overall life satisfaction (Schultheiss, 2006).  The second group of people 

are those who are making unplanned career decisions, such as those who have been laid off of a 
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job, forced to retire early, or other changes in other life-roles such as divorce or becoming a new 

parent (Brown, 1996).  In either case, one’s values will have an important influence in the 

choices and changes one makes in their career development. 

Career Development and High School Students 

Choosing a “successful” career has been the focus of recent career development 

(Mosconi & Emmett, 2003).  Much of the current definitions of success include materialistic 

measures like being self-sustaining, and productive members of society.  Super and Brown both 

recognized that career decisions and satisfaction cannot be taken out of the context of a person’s 

other life-roles.  According to Super (1990) adolescents are in the Exploration stage of the Life-

Span and primarily engage in the roles of child and student, but they are pushed to look towards 

the future role of worker and choosing a possible career path.  He also assumed that job and life 

satisfaction was reliant on how an individual was able to implement self-concepts such as their 

abilities, needs, interests, values and personality traits (Super, 1996).  Brown’s values based 

approach supports the idea that those who are able to identify their own values will be able to 

attribute worth to situations and objects, and therefore make personally satisfying career and life 

choices (Brown & Crace, 1996).  Most high school students will be making a planned career 

decision by either entering the work force, joining a branch of the military, choosing to attend 

college, or even taking a year off .  No matter what choice they make, the identification and 

crystallization of values is essential in choosing a satisfying career-life path.  According to Super 

and Brown, high school students need to concentrate on increasing their knowledge of self-

concept by identifying their abilities, interests, and values; and learning to link them to their 

career aspirations. If schools are dedicated to developing the “whole” student, it is important that 

schools help students find skills to understand the relationship between their self, interests, 
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abilities, values and their developing career identity in order to be in a position to make 

meaningful career and life decisions (Jarvis & Keeley, 2003; Lapan, 2004; Mosconi & Emmett, 

2003).   

The “Millenial” Generation 

 While one of the goals of a comprehensive program is to help students understand their 

abilities, interests and values; it is equally as important to understand the context in which they 

are living.  One such context is the generation of which the students are a part of.  Mannheim 

(1952) purposed that cohorts of individuals living in a common social and historical location, or 

a generation of individuals, will come together by drawing attention to their commonalities as 

well as what makes them different from other generations.  Strauss and Howe (1991) expanded 

this idea by stating that each generation will have it’s own “generational persona”; determined by 

common age, location, similar beliefs and behavior, and their perceived membership in the 

common generation.  Important historical events, periods of rapid change, ideas that disrupt or 

challenge what is considered “normal”, a period’s popular culture, and the interaction with other 

generations are all a driving force of what brings people from the same generation together 

(Strauss & Howe, 1991).  Although it is still important to remember the individual within the 

group, one cannot deny how the social and historical implications of such events contribute 

significantly to shaping the cognitive schemas of younger people still in their formative years of 

their life development, such as high school students (Coomes, 2004; Coomes & DeBard, 2004; 

Scott, 2000).   

Research on generations split the population into four cohorts depending on when one 

was born.  The Mature or Silent generation, those born before 1945, lived through the Great 

Depression, the development of the social security system and World War II (Coomes & 
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DeBard, 2004; Strauss & Howe, 1991).  These social accomplishments earned them the 

reputation of being disciplined and productive; people part of this generation are said to be 

willing to forgo personal gratification to benefit others.   

The Baby Boomers (born between 1945 and 1964) grew up in a time of post-war 

economic prosperity, when parenting was considered a pleasure and not an economic or 

biological imperative, but they often had to compete for childhood attention and jobs as a result 

of the high birth rates in North America during the 1950’s and 1960’s (Coomes & DeBard, 2004; 

Strauss & Howe, 1991).  Baby Boomers are said to be indulgent, pleasure seeking and 

achievement oriented, but also tend to value universalism.  They are also often described as non-

conformists as a result of growing up during a time of the Vietnam War, the Watergate scandal; a 

period of “social disintegration” (Coomes & DeBard, 2004).   

Generation Xers were born between 1965 and 1979; they were raised in a time of 

economic and social uncertainty, with increases of inflation rates, high unemployment, and an 

increase of divorce rates (Coomes & DeBard, 2004; Strauss & Howe, 1991).  Children from this 

generation were growing up in single parent families more than any other generation before 

them.  This was the first generation in modern history that was thought to be worse off than their 

parents’ generations (Howe & Strauss, 1993).  Generation Xers are stereotyped as highly 

skeptical, independent, and are said to prefer to rely on themselves rather than expect assistance 

from others or their state.  Since they were the first generation to live in a time of rapid change, 

they are also said to be more comfortable with change than stability, which is vastly different 

than the previous generations (Lyons et. al, 2007). 

Today’s high school students, and all people born between the years 1980 to present, are 

part of what researchers are calling the Millennial Generation (Howe & Strauss, 2000; Lyons, 
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Duxbury & Higgins, 2007; Tapscott, 1998).  Although research on this generation is fairly new, 

researchers are increasingly paying more attention to Millennials as there is “an assumption that 

generational greatness is potentially on the horizon” (Coomes & DeBard, 2004, p. 12).  This 

generation will be the largest cohort in the nation’s history.  Census figures estimate that there 

were over eighty million Americans born after1981, making 30% of the current population 

Millennials; beating out all other generations (Coomes & DeBard, 2004; Tapscott, 1998).  The 

Millennials formative experiences have been shaped by the vast advancements in technology and 

an increase in globalization (Howe & Strauss, 2000).  For the first time in history, children are 

more comfortable and literate than their parents and teachers about the technology and 

innovation that is central to our changing society (Tapscot, 1998).  Today’s students have been 

affected by such events as the O.J. Simpson trial, the death of Princess Diana, the Columbine 

High School shootings and the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.  They were children 

during a period of economic growth and decreasing crime rates, they come from families who 

focus on their children, and continue to live in an increasingly diversified population (Coomes, 

2004).   

Characteristics and Values of Millennial Students 

The Millennial generation contains more classes, races, religions and social perspectives 

than any generation before them, yet despite these differences there are some generational 

themes are emerging.  Like the Generation Xers, Millennials are seen to be highly comfortable 

with rapid and continuous change.  They are confident, highly innovative, achievement oriented 

and independent, but prefer working in teams.  Millennials can also be stereotyped as being self-

absorbed as they tend to doubt traditional institutions and believe strongly in individual rights 

(Coomes & DeBard, 2004; DeBard, 2004; Tapscott, 1998).  Howe and Strauss (2000) believe 
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that the Millennials will be a generation of “trends”.  Since the Baby Boomers, previous 

generation’s children were showing a progressive worsening in scholastic achievement, an 

increased use of drugs and alcohol, more violent behaviors, suicide rates were increasing as well 

as increased sexual behavior.  This is not true for the Millennials, which are turning over a new 

leaf and they are expected to become the smartest, clean-cut youths in American history. 

In a study of college students done by Lyons, Duxbury and Higgins (2007), they found 

that despite the vast difference in generations, the Millennials seem to display more traditional 

values like those of the Mature generation.  Compared to previous generations, they also found 

that Millennials tend to value power and achievement a little more, and tend to have a slightly 

lower regard for values such as universalism or benevolence.  The Millennial generation tends to 

seek out careers that are meaningful to them, and place a strong importance of volunteering and 

service learning (DeBard, 2004).  In a national survey of college-bound seniors in high school, 

The CollegeBoard and the Art & Science Group (Millennial Theories, 2008) found that when 

comparing themselves to their parents’ generation; Millennial students rated themselves as more 

likely to want to help those less fortunate than themselves, to experience emotional problems, 

more adventuresome, more willing to take risks, more likely to live with someone before getting 

married, to wear suggestive clothing, more interested in money and wealth and feels greater 

pressure to achieve.  Unlike any generation before them, popular culture has become 

increasingly more influential on the beliefs and values of Millennial students with the vast 

increase of ways to access the media through television, radio, magazines, newspapers and most 

importantly the internet (Coomes, 2004).  Millennial students are different than the generations 

before them, and much attention needs to be placed on them as they are the future of what 

America is destined to become.  In order for school counselors to create comprehensive school 
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counseling programs that address the needs of today’s students, it is essential that they have a 

good knowledge of their individual background but also the setting they are living in.  

Academic and Career Values of High School Students 

According to Hoyt and Wickwire (2001), career or work values are defined as a set of 

values that make work seem meaningful and important.  People tend to express their career 

values through words or actions; and are often stated as reasons for working in terms of the 

nature of one’s occupation and in terms of how work is beneficial to the individual.  Knowing 

one’s self is essential to choosing a meaningful career, especially knowing what one values.  

Much of the research on career development has been focused on helping students choose a 

“successful” career, which is often a materialistic definition.   Few studies have gone on to help 

student’s clarify their personal values that define success (Mosconi & Emmett, 2003).  High 

school is an opportune place and time for students to explore and help them identify their own 

values to develop a realistic, satisfying and future-oriented set of career and life expectations.  

Mosconi & Emmett (2003) found that students who participated in a values-clarification 

curriculum increased their number of definitions of success to include broader, more holistic, and 

individualistic definitions of success than those that did not participate in the curriculum.  Many 

comprehensive counseling programs often focus solely on identifying interests and abilities, 

which is important, but Super (1990) and Brown (1996) showed the importance that values also 

play in career and life satisfaction.  Adolescence is not the time to make final career choices, but 

their inability or lack of motivation to look towards the future may be attributed to the little 

attention that is paid to the impact values have on that choice (Mosconi & Emmett, 2003).   
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College and Career Decision Making Needs of High School Students 

Brown (1996) found it essential to have a highly developed and prioritized set of values 

in order to make a successful planned career decision, but few studies have been done on high 

school students’ career decision making.  In a study done in Belgium, it was found that students 

with high levels of indecisiveness predicted lower levels of the perceived amount of information 

regarding oneself and the environment in the beginning of 12
th

 grade and lower levels of 

decisional status at the end of 12th grade (Germeijs, Verschueren & Soenens, 2006).  Students 

with high levels of indecisiveness were also less likely to seek out self-exploratory activities and 

tended to have higher feelings of anxiety regarding career choice.  They also found that high 

levels of indecisiveness also had a negative effect on the degree of commitment a student had to 

their chosen field of study in higher education, as well as dissatisfaction of their choice and 

lower performance in their field of study.  These results show the importance of a comprehensive 

school counseling program.  Students must not only be presented with information regarding 

career and college choice, but encouraged to engage in behaviors to relate the information to 

them selves as early as possible to help decrease both feelings of anxiety and indecisiveness. 

Recent Graduation Rates and College Trends 

The graduating classes of the Millennial generation are getting larger every year, making 

college admissions and employment opportunities more competitive than ever.  Over three 

million students were expected to graduate high school at the end of the 2007-2008 school year, 

exceeding the three previous years and the record high set by the Baby Boomers in the 1976-

1977 school year (National Center Education Statistics, 2007).  The percentage of students who 

have dropped out of high school (students ages 16 to 24 not enrolled in school and have neither 

received a high school diploma or its equivalent) has decreased from 14% in 1977 to 9% in 2006.   
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When questioning over seven thousand students in grades 6 through 12, Horn, Chen and 

Chapman (2003) found that 94% of those students planned to attend college.  In the fall of 2007, 

a record level of 18 million students enrolled in college.  By the year 2012 it is estimated that 

13.3 million Millennials will be enrolled in college, and that is estimated to continue to increase 

through 2016 (National Center for Education Statistics, 2007).  The Millennial generation is said 

to be the most educationally ambitious generation ever, with three out of four college freshmen 

expecting to earn a graduate degree.  They are also expected to be the most culturally diverse 

generation to attend college to date (Coomes & DeBard, 2004), as the enrollment of African 

American students has almost doubled, the number of Asian students enrolled in college tripled, 

and Hispanic students are the fastest growing group to enter college (DeBard, 2004; Coomes & 

DeBard, 2004).  

 Over the past few years, there has been an increase of number of students taking either or 

both of the college entrance exams, the SAT or the ACT.  This is not surprising given the 

increase in students planning to attend college.  The SAT Reasoning Test is a college admissions 

test required by most colleges for students to be considered for admission to their institution.  

The SAT assesses student reasoning based on knowledge and skills developed by students over 

their course work (The CollegeBoard, 2008).  It is broken down into three parts, Critical 

Reading, Math and Writing and each section is scored out of a possible 800 points, making a 

total possible score of 2400.  Since 1972, the national average scores on the critical reading 

section has decreased from 530 to 502 in 2008, while math scores have increased from 509 to 

515.  The writing portion is new and was introduced in 2006.  The national average for the 

writing portion for 2008 was 494.  A record number of students took the SAT Reasoning test in 

2008, with over 1.5 million.  The ACT is another college entrance exam that tests students in 
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four subject areas: English, Mathematics, Reading, and Science; as well as an optional writing 

portion (The ACT, 2008).  It is a curriculum based measure of college readiness, intended to link 

what students have already learned to what they are ready to do in the future.  In 2008, over 1.4 

million students nationwide took the ACT Exam receiving an average of 21.1 composite score 

out of a possible 36.  

With college admissions become more competitive, it will be important for school 

counselors to understand where their college-bound students are in comparison to students all 

over the country, as well as have a strong knowledge of the recent college trends.  A 

comprehensive school counseling program would allow counselors to assess and address the 

needs of all students as they plan for their post-high school choices. 

Changing Economy and Workforce 

In order for students to be prepared for their future, it is important for them to have an 

understanding of the world of work they will be entering.  In the past two decades, the changes in 

the U.S. and global economy have altered the requirements for students entering the workforce.  

The economy which used to be based on mass production of consumer goods for a domestic 

market has been moving towards a global, information based economy “where success depends 

mainly on the quality of human resources” (Glover & Marshall, 1993).  The continuing shift to a 

global economy, the recent trends in the workplace, technical advances and new innovations 

continue to challenge employee tenure and their ability to climb the corporate ladder (Feller, 

2003a; Jarvis & Keeley, 2003).  As world boundaries are blurred, even the notion of “job” is 

changing as people increasingly tend to seek meaning and fulfillment from their work and life 

roles (Feller, 2003b; Jarvis & Keeley, 2003).  Work will indefinitely be interspersed with periods 

of learning as these changes continue to occur in the economy.  Feller (1996) stated that, “the 
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workplace has little patience with employees who do not know how to take responsibility for 

their own learning and who think that the need to learn ends once they begin working” (p. 25).  

As students prepare for their futures, it is important for them to understand that learning will 

continue after they graduate from high school, college or even after they have chosen a career.   

The 1983 report by the U.S. Department of Education, “A Nation at Risk”, stated that 

American students achieve lower skill levels than students in other industrial nations.  This 

report led to many educational reform initiatives that centered on increasing the rigor of 

curricula, establishing new learning standards, and raising graduation rates in order to ensure that 

all students would be able to compete in the new global economy (Dahir, 2001; Johnson, 2000).  

These led to the assumption that the changes in the economy simply mean more education, 

resulting in what Rosenbaum and Person (2003) call the “college-for-all” attitude among 

educators and students.  Knowledge and education is a valuable commodity for workers, 

therefore students must take advantage of all opportunities to further their education, but this 

does not mean that all students must attend college (Hughey & Hughey, 1999).  Barton (2002) 

reports that the enrollment of students in college has continued to increase, but so has the amount 

of students who do not complete college.  This leads to the fact that while many of these students 

are planning for college, they may not be preparing for work.  Many students and parents invest 

time and money in courses of study that do not align with student’s career goals or employer’s 

needs.  Fottler and Bain (1984) surveyed high school seniors in Alabama and found that the 

majority of student’s occupational choices tended to be unrealistic.  Students often did not see 

the connection between the educational requirements and their occupational goals, or their grade 

point average was much lower than the education requirements for a job.   When compared to 

their international counterparts, American students finish last in their ability to apply knowledge 
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to real world problems, possibly because students do not understand the connection between 

what is taught in the classroom and how it is used in the “real world” (Johnson, 2000).   

As the job market continues to change and companies continue to grow, merge with 

others, get redesigned or downsized, the idea of job security is becoming less of a guarantee for 

anyone at any level in any organization (Jarvis & Keeley, 2003).  It is becoming increasingly 

important for school counselors and students to follow the trends in the labor market, and help 

students acquire the skills that will allow them to respond appropriately to these changes (Lapan, 

2004).  Worker flexibility, adaptation and being able to effectively deal with change will be 

important career and life-management skills for students as they prepare to enter the workforce 

(Hughey & Hughey, 1999; Krumholtz & Worthington, 1999).  Shepard (2000) found that middle 

school students know very little about the skills, knowledge and attitudes needed for future 

careers, and very few knew how and where to get help with learning more about them.  

Academic and technical qualifications may open employment doors, but life and career 

management skills are what largely determine job attainment, success and advancement 

(Krumholtz & Worthington, 1999; Rosenbaum & Person, 2003).  If these career management 

skills can begin to be acquired during the school years, it will better prepare students for the 

challenges of a new economy (Jarvis & Keeley, 2003).   

These revolutions in the workforce have important implications for not only the students 

who are preparing to make that transition out of high school but also for the school counselors 

whose job it is to help make sure those students are prepared academically, personally and with 

regards to a future career (Feller, 2003a; Hughey & Hughey, 1999; Rosenbaum & Person, 2003).  

In a time when economies are ruled by global competition and technological advances, it is 

becoming more important to have culturally responsive career counseling services that provide a 
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highly effective strategy for helping students achieve more personally valued, productive and 

rewarding lives (Hoyt & Wickwire, 2001; Lapan, 2004).   To be successful in today’s workforce 

as in life, it is no longer about finding the right job, the right friends, or the right life-partner but 

about becoming the right worker, the right friend or the right life partner (Jarvis & Keeley, 

2003). 

Career Choice Experiences of Students 

 Every year over three million American students make the move from high school to the 

world of work or to further their education (Stevenson, Kochaneck and Schneider, 1998).  The 

ASCA National model specifically states the need for school counselors to help all students 

prepare for the transition out of high school, implying that counselors are to be aware of the 

specific needs of all students.  School counselors must help students link their needs and wants to 

themselves.  To date, few researchers have asked students directly what they know about career 

and college planning or what services or people they believe to be helpful in their decision 

making process.  Reid and Moore (2008) did a small, qualitative study on the academic 

preparedness of first-generation, urban college students.  This study was done retrospectively, 

interviewing students already in college and was focused only on their academic preparation. 

 In a more comprehensive study, Gibbons et al. (2006) surveyed ninth graders to 

determine their current educational and career plans, what resources they were using as well as 

what resources they would like to help.  As far as career aspirations, they found that the majority 

of ninth graders identified careers of interest that required a four year college degree or higher, 

and most planned on attended at least a community college after graduation.  Students reported 

that they had learned about these careers mainly through television and their family, but the 

majority of those students had not consulted with their school counselor, had not taken a career 
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interest inventory, had not written a resume, or had no experience in their field of interest (either 

by volunteer work, a job or taken a class in that area of study).  Most students did indicate that 

they would like information about and exposure to different careers to help with their decision 

making. 

 Of those that planned to attend college, the quality of programs available and the 

availability of financial aid were rated as most important when choosing a college (Gibbons et 

al., 2006).   The students reported that they planned to attend college mostly because they needed 

a degree to pursue their career of interest, followed by the opportunity to get a better paying job 

or because they enjoyed learning.  A lack of finances and academic deficits seemed to be the 

biggest barriers preventing students from continuing their education.  At the time of the survey, 

more than half of the students had never visited a college or looked at college websites.  This 

does not seem surprising as these students were only in their freshman year of high school. 

 In the survey done by CollegeBoard and the Art & Science Group (Millennial Theories, 

2008), they also asked high school seniors about their preferences of a college education.  

Similar to the results of Gibbons et al. (2006), they found that nearly three-quarters of students 

strongly preferred a college education that enabled them to acquire values, habits and skills that 

would prepare them for many different opportunities; opportunities for exposure to new ideas, 

knowledge and intellectual challenges; and a college education where they would receive 

specific training and knowledge needed for a specific career.   When considering colleges, of 

most importance to students were a range and variety of majors and programs available, a faculty 

devoted to teaching, availability of internships and other career opportunities as well as study 

abroad programs.   
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At the end of their senior year in high school, students are making an incredibly 

important life decision.  Whether they recognize the importance or not, their decision will impact 

the options available to them in the future.  The lack of research on a student’s perception of 

their transition out of high school and knowledge of careers, college, and the world of work is 

surprising given the implications of their choices.  Even with the background of career theory, 

the ASCA National Standards, and the students’ contextual environment, it is imperative that 

researchers gauge the current understanding of students in order to adequately prepare them for 

where they need to be come graduation. 

Summary 

Herr and Cramer (1996) stated that, “career development proceeds-smoothly, jaggedly, 

positively, negatively- whether or not career guidance or career education exists” (p. 32).  With 

the ever changing economy and workforce, continuing educational reform and the changing 

needs of students, career development and guidance programs are as important as ever before to 

better prepare students for their transition out of high school (Hughey & Hughey, 1999).  From 

the literature reviewed, one can see the importance of career education in schools and its 

relationships to academic and social-emotional development.  Therefore, the need for school 

counselors to implement comprehensive counseling programs is evident.  The ASCA National 

Model gives counselors the desired outcomes of these programs, career theory and knowledge of 

recent college and career trends gives us a foundation to build upon, but the students 

understanding of self and the context in which these students are living are needed to create a 

curriculum that addresses the specific societal needs of students.  Despite these findings, there is 

little research on students’ knowledge of the world of work, the choices available to them or their 

perception of preparation with regards to their transition out of high school.  Given the 
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importance of the choices a student makes for post-graduation, this study focuses on career 

development needs from the perspective of the high school senior.  This research is needed to 

create a valuable comprehensive school counseling program for the high school setting. 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this study was to determine the needs of high school seniors as they are 

getting ready to graduate high school.  It is important for counselors to learn how they can better 

help students transition out of high school more successfully.  The information provided on the 

surveys will allow the investigator to identify what the students see as key components to a 

career and college education program, as well as identify the school-specific ASCA model 

competencies that will better prepare and assist students in their transition out of high school.  

This information will be used in the future, in accordance with research and the ASCA National 

Model, to create a comprehensive curriculum for such a program for grades nine through twelve. 

Method 

Setting 

 The participants in this project were 12
th

 grade students in a combined residential, rural 

and industrial suburb in the Northeast United States.  The school district encompasses 51 square 

miles and has a population of approximately 43,000.  The median income of this school district 

is just over $53 thousand per household. The school system serves approximately 10,000 

students who attend seven elementary, two middle and two high schools.  The high school used 

for this project enrolled a total of 1,587 students for the 2007-2008 school year.  The school is 

split almost evenly by gender, with 52% of students are male and 48% are female.  91% of the 

student population at the high school is White, 3% of students are Black or Asian, and 1% of 
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students are Hispanic or Multi-Racial.  5% of the students in this school were eligible for free 

lunch and 3% qualified for reduced lunch.   

 There were 359 seniors enrolled at this high school for the 2007-2008 school year. The 

senior class was similar to the school’s overall demographics.  They split evenly by gender with 

50% of students’ male and 50% female.  93% of the senior class was classified as White, 4% 

Asian, 3% Black and 1% Hispanic. Post-graduation, 51% of students went on to attend a four 

year college, 39% attended a community college, 3% obtained jobs, 2% joined a branch of the 

military and 5% were considered “non-graduates”. Compared to national and state averages, the 

average scores of students in this high school are higher on both the SAT (Critical Reading- 524, 

Math- 549, Writing- 505) and ACT exams (Composite- 23.4). 

Participants 

 The entire senior class, 359 students, from one high school was asked to participate in 

this study.  Of the 359 seniors, 210 students returned the required consent forms in order to 

participate in the study.  Any surveys in which the multiple choice section was not completed in 

its entirety were discarded, leaving 178 completed surveys.   

 Students in their senior year were chosen for a number of reasons.  First, it was important 

to assess the effectiveness of the current career educational program provided in the high school.    

Second, the survey took place in the spring of their senior year, so these students had already 

gone through the career/college decision making process (eg: the college application process, 

being accepted or denied from schools, making a post-secondary choice, signing up to serve with 

a military branch, applying for a job, etc.). 
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Materials 

 Since there is no survey to meet the needs of this study, a survey was created for this 

project based on the research on high school students including the survey done by Gibbons et al. 

(2006), the ASCA National Model, and relevant career development theories. The survey 

consisted of 28 multiple choice questions which concentrated on academic preparation, post-

secondary options, influential factors on career or college choice, as well as assessed the career 

and college knowledge of the students.  The last three questions were qualitative in nature about 

their post-high school choices.  (See Appendix A).   

Procedure 

 A fourth year of social studies is required by New York State, therefore in order to reach 

out to the entire senior class the researcher pushed into all 12
th

 grade social studies classes 

offered at the high school in April of the spring semester of the school year.  Students were 

presented a packet including a description of the study and informed consent forms for both 

students and parents.  The researcher obtained a list of students’ ages and birth dates.  As of the 

day of the presentation to the students, they were given the appropriate consent forms dependent 

on their age.  Students over the age of 18 were asked to sign the Informed Consent For Students 

and return it to their teacher the following class meeting (See Appendix B).  Students 18 and 

under were asked to sign the Informed Consent For Minors, as well as have a parent or guardian 

sign the Informed Consent For Parents to participate and return both at the teacher the next class 

meeting.  (See Appendix C and D).   

Participation was voluntary and no penalties were given to nonparticipating students.  

Students who returned the appropriate consent forms were given bonus points on their next 

social studies exam by their teacher.  Once all signed consent forms were returned to the 
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researcher, all students who returned the appropriate signed consent forms were given the 

confidential, direct link to the online survey via e-mail.  The link to the survey was left open for 

a one week period and all students were asked to complete the survey in that time.   

 Results 

 The results are divided into three parts.  First, the author will present the summary results 

of all students surveyed for each quantitative question on the survey.  Second, the author will 

present a comparative results section and finally the qualitative responses to the last three 

questions of the survey will be discussed.  

Results of All Students Surveyed 

Table 1: Post High School Plans of Students  

1.  What are your plans after graduation? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Attend a community college 28.7% 51 

Attend a 4 year college/university 62.9% 112 

Full time employment 2.8% 5 

Trade School 0.0% 0 

Military 1.7% 3 

Other (please specify) 3.9% 7 

Total 100% 178 

 

 As reported above, the majority of students surveyed (91.6%) planned to attend either a 

two year or four year college after graduation.  Of the students who answered “Other”, four 

students reported that they planned to attend college in the future: one student mentioned they 

were moving and would attend college in the future, one student planned to obtain a job at a 

salon for a year before starting at a community college, one stated they were attending 

community college and serving in the military at the same time and the fourth student stated they 

would attend a community college before transferring to a four-year college.  Of the remaining 
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three students who responded “Other”; two were undecided in their plans and one planned to 

attend a dog grooming institute. 

Table 2: Resources Used by Students for Post High School Planning 

2.  What have you done/what resources have you used to prepare for your plans after high school? 

Answer Options 

Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Talked with family 90.4% 161 

Researched information about a career (internet, CareerNet.com, “Explore 

Careers” on Naviance etc.) 
53.9% 96 

Talked with someone in my career of interest 48.3% 86 

Looked at college websites 78.7% 140 

Participated in job shadowing, internship, or a co-op 16.3% 29 

Taken a personality type inventory (ex: “My Personality Type” on Naviance) 21.9% 39 

Taken a career interest inventory (ex: “Explore Interests” on Naviance) 24.7% 44 

Visited a college/trade school/military base 64.6% 115 

Talked with my school counselor 54.5% 97 

Worked/volunteered in my career of interest or area related to it 24.2% 43 

Written a resume 29.8% 53 

Taken AP/dual credit courses 52.2% 93 

Used Naviance in general 25.8% 46 

Total   100% 178 

 

 The majority of students (90.4%) responded that they discussed their future plans with 

their family.  The second rated resource for students was college websites (78.7%), followed by 

visitations to a college, trade school or military base.  The least used resource by students 

surveyed was participation in a job shadow, internship or co-op (16.3%). 
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Table 3: Average Rating of Helpfulness of Resources Used by Students 

3.  Who/what has been most helpful with your post high school plans? 

Answer Options 

Not at all 

helpful 

(1) 

Somewhat 

helpful 

(2) 

Helpful 

(3) 

Extremely 

Helpful 

(4) Rating Average 

Response 

Count 

Parents/family 6 30 74 68 3.15 178 

Teachers 24 68 63 23 2.48 178 

Friends 25 66 75 12 2.42 178 

School Counselor 30 58 59 31 2.51 178 

Books 100 57 17 4 1.58 178 

Newspaper/TV/Radio 113 46 14 5 1.50 178 

Internet/websites 15 42 63 58 2.92 178 

College 

brochures/visits 
20 30 50 78 3.04 178 

Work/internship/co-

op experience 
74 45 35 24 2.05 178 

Total             178 

 

 Students surveyed rated their family (3.15/4.00) as the most helpful in making their post 

high school plans, followed by college visits or brochures (3.04/4.00).  Students found that books 

(1.58/4.00) and newspapers, the TV or radio (1.50/4.00) to be the least helpful. 
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Table 4: Needed Resources for Post High School Planning as Rated by Students 

4.  Looking back at your years at Schroeder, what would have been helpful to better prepare you for your 

post high school plans? 

Answer Options 

Not at all 

helpful 

(1) 

Somewhat 

helpful 

(2) 

Helpful 

(3) 

Extremely 

Helpful 

(4) 

Rating  

Average 

Response 

Count 

More parental/guardian 

input 
22 66 68 22 2.51 178 

Assistance finding &amp; 

applying for a job 
33 60 62 23 2.42 178 

Taking career interest 

inventories/personality 

profiles etc. 

45 65 46 22 2.25 178 

Information on different 

careers 
20 46 78 34 2.71 178 

More time with your 

school counselor 
23 48 70 37 2.68 178 

Exposure to or experience 

in different careers (ex: job 

shadowing, internships, 

etc.) 

15 37 61 65 2.99 178 

Resume writing tips 38 60 60 20 2.35 178 

Take more college 

prep/college credit courses 

in high school (ex: AP's, 

dual credit tech and 

business courses) 

24 69 63 22 2.47 178 

Taken an EMCC course 

(ex: cosmetology, culinary, 

auto mechanics, New 

Visions, etc.) 

79 58 24 17 1.88 178 

Study harder/better GPA 7 32 69 70 3.13 178 

Get involved in more 

clubs/activities at school 
25 61 70 22 2.50 178 

Get an early start on the 

college search and 

application process 

15 28 67 68 3.06 178 

Total             178 

 

 When thinking retrospectively, students surveyed rated studying harder to obtain a better 

GPA (3.13/4.00) as the most helpful thing they would have done to better prepare them for their 

plans after graduation.  Students rated courses at Eastern Monroe Career Center (EMCC) the 

least helpful (1.88/4.00). 
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Table 5: Importance of Academics for Students 

5.  How important was it for you to do well in school? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Not at all important 3.9% 7 

Somewhat important 15.2% 27 

Important 44.9% 80 

Extremely Important 36.0% 64 

Total    100% 178 

 

 The majority of students surveyed (80.9%) rated that doing well in school were either 

important or extremely important to them. 

Table 6: Importance of Academics for Parents/Guardians 

6.  How important was it to your parents/guardians that you do well in school? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Not at all important 0.0% 0 

Somewhat important 7.3% 13 

Important 34.3% 61 

Extremely important 58.4% 104 

Total    100% 178 

 

 92.7% of students surveyed stated that it was important or extremely important to their 

parents/guardians that they did well in school. 

Table 7: Student Indicated Grade Point Average 

7.  Please indicate the range of your current GPA: 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

100-95 6.2% 11 

94-90 23.6% 42 

89-85 28.1% 50 

84-80 20.8% 37 

79-75 12.4% 22 

74-70 7.3% 13 

69-65 0.6% 1 

64 or below 1.1% 2 

Total    100% 178 
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 Of the students surveyed, 28.9% reported a GPA in the A range, 48.9% in the B’s, and 

19.7% in the C’s.  1.1% of student reported a failing grade of 64 or below.   

Table 8: Student Indicated Academic Effort 

8.  How would you rate your effort level in regards to achieving your GPA? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Didn't try much at all 8.4% 15 

Did enough work to get by 30.3% 54 

Worked hard, but there's always room for 

improvement 
60.1% 107 

Could not have possibly tried harder 1.1% 2 

Total    100% 178 

 

 The majority of students reported that they worked hard throughout high school (60.1%). 

Table 9: Reasons for Attending College: Quantitative Responses 

9.  If planning to attend community or a 4 year college in the fall, what are the reasons you 

want to go to college? (Please check all that apply) 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Need degree for the job you want to pursue 79.2% 141 

To get more money or a better paying job 75.8% 135 

Enjoy learning 40.4% 72 

Parent/Guardian's influence 57.3% 102 

Friend's influence 25.8% 46 

Want to further explore different career 

options 
44.9% 80 

Do not want to get a full time job just yet 15.7% 28 

Not planning to attend college 3.4% 6 

Other (please specify) 5.1% 9 

 

As reported by the students, the highest rated reasons why high school seniors were 

attending college was that a degree was needed for the job they wished to pursue (79.2%), or 

because they would like to earn more money or obtain a better paying job (75.8%).  A little less 

than half the students (44.9%) reported that they were attending college to further explore 

different career options, and only 15.7% were attending college because did not want to get a full 

time job just yet.  Of the students that answered “Other”, their responses included: 
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Table 10: Reasons for Attending College: Qualitative Responses  

Other (please specify) 

“I want something to fall back on” 

“The Experience” 

“Get some experience for my computer programming company” 

“It’s MCC anyone can get in” 

“All that will take me” 

“Working in a salon then going to MCC a year later” 

“Completely lost” 

“Play sports” 

“Where I am working will pay for 50% the first year and 80% the second year” 

 

Table 11: Geographic Location of Colleges Applied to by Students 

10.  Please indicate the general geographic area of colleges you applied to: 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

In/around Rochester (within 60 miles) 28.7% 51 

Western New York 7.9% 14 

New York State 30.9% 55 

East Coast 18.0% 32 

South 1.7% 3 

West 1.1% 2 

All over the USA 3.4% 6 

International 0.6% 1 

Did not apply to any colleges or universities 7.9% 14 

Total    100% 178 

 

 The majority of students applied to schools only within New York State (30.9%) or 

schools within 60 miles of Rochester (28.7%).  Very few students applied to schools around the 

United States (3.4%) and only 1 student reported applying to schools internationally. 
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Table 12: Number of College/Universities Applied to by Students 

11.  How many colleges/universities did you apply to? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

1-3 46.1% 82 

4-6 28.1% 50 

7-9 10.7% 19 

10-12 1.7% 3 

13+ 0.6% 1 

Did not apply to any college or 

universities 
12.9% 23 

Total    100% 178 

 

 Most students applied to only one, two or three colleges (46.1%). 

Table 13: Admission Rates of Students to College 

12.  How many of the colleges/universities did you get accepted to? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

1-3 58.4% 104 

4-6 23.6% 42 

7-9 3.9% 7 

10-12 0.6% 1 

13+ 0.6% 1 

Did not apply to any colleges or 

universities 
12.9% 23 

Total    100% 178 

 

 More than half of students (58.4%) were accepted to at least 1 school. 

Table 14: Constraints to College Application: As Indicated by Students 

13.  Do you feel anything constrained your college search? Even if you did not apply to any colleges, 

do you feel there were there any factors that stopped you from applying? (Check all that apply) 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Cost/lack of finances available 38.8% 69 

Academics (GPA, SAT/ACT scores) 45.5% 81 

Lack of information/knowledge about college 27.5% 49 

Not prepared enough/lack of confidence 23.6% 42 

Family responsibilities 6.2% 11 

Lack of support at home/from family 9.6% 17 

Lack of support at school (from teachers, school 

counselors, principals etc.) 
9.0% 16 

I don't feel anything constrained my college search 26.4% 47 

Total    100% 178 
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45.5% of students rated that academics constrained their college search, followed by the 

cost of college or lack of finances available (38.8%).  Surprisingly, almost one third of the 

students surveyed reported that a lack of information or knowledge about college (27.5%) as 

well as a feeling of being unprepared or a lack of confidence (23.6%) inhibited their college 

search or kept them from applying at all. 

Table 15: Average Rating of Importance of Factors for Post High School Choices 

14.  Please rate the following factors by importance in choosing the college/trade school/military option/job etc. in 

your plans for next year: 

Answer Options 

Not at all 

Important 

(1) 

Somewhat 

Important 

(2) 

Important 

(3) 

Extremely 

Important 

(4) 

Rating 

Average 

Response 

Count 

Location 13 43 79 43 2.85 178 

Size of school/military base/company 26 69 67 16 2.41 178 

Family preference (where they wanted 

you to go, where they attended school or 

worked etc.) 

63 68 35 12 1.98 178 

Friend preference (where friends are 

going, where previous students went) 
68 68 37 5 1.88 178 

Academic strength/quality of programs 

available 
7 21 79 71 3.20 178 

Employment opportunities 10 29 87 52 3.02 178 

Cost 11 26 86 55 3.04 178 

Financial aid/scholarships available 17 34 71 56 2.93 178 

Did not get into the college of my choice 83 42 29 24 1.97 178 

Total            178 

 

Students rated academic strength and quality of programs available as the most important 

factor in making their post high school choice, with an average rating of 3.20 out of 4.00.  Of 

least importance was the preference of their friends (1.88/4.00) or family (1.98/4.00); or the fact 

that they did not get into the college of their choice (1.97/4.00). 
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Table 16: Parent/Guardian Influence on College Attendance 

15.  Did your parents/guardians want you to attend college? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 97.2% 173 

No 0.6% 1 

They had no opinion 2.2% 4 

Total    100% 178 

 

 Almost all of the students surveyed reported that their parents/guardians wanted them to 

attend college (97.2%). 

Table 17: Family Agreement with Students Post High School Choices 

16.  Does your family agree with your choices for next year? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 88.8% 158 

No 5.6% 10 

Had no opinion 5.6% 10 

Total   100% 178 

 

 Most families seemed to be supportive of their students, as 88.8% of seniors reported that 

their families agreed with their choices for next year. 

Table 18: Student Participation of College Entrance Exams 

17.  Did you take the SAT and/or ACT? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 83.1% 148 

No 16.9% 30 

Total    100% 178 

 

 83.1% of students reported taking one or both of the required college entrance exams. 
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Table 19: Student Participation of Practice College Entrance Exams 

18.  Did you take the appropriate practice exam(s)? (PSAT and/or PLAN) 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 66.9% 119 

No 33.1% 59 

Total    100% 178 

 

 Compared to those that took college entrance exams, a smaller percentage of students 

(66.9%) took the appropriate practice exams. 

Table 20: Student Indication of Helpfulness of Practice College Entrance Exams 

19.  If yes, did you find the practice exams helpful in studying/preparing for the SAT 

and/or ACT? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Not at all helpful 15.2% 27 

Somewhat helpful 28.7% 51 

Helpful 21.3% 38 

Extremely Helpful 5.6% 10 

Did not take the PSAT/PLAN 29.2% 52 

Total    100% 178 

 

 Of those that took the practice PLAN and/or the PSAT, only about one third (26.9%) of 

students reported that they were helpful or extremely helpful in preparing for the ACT and/or 

SAT.   

Table 21: Career Aspirations of Students 

20.  Do you know what career/general area of study you would like to eventually 

pursue? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Unsure at this time 11.8% 21 

There are a couple of things I would like 

to explore 
19.1% 34 

Have a pretty good idea 37.1% 66 

Know exactly what I want to do 32.0% 57 

Total    100% 178 
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 At the time of administration of the survey, over two thirds of students (69.1%) had at 

least a good idea of a career or general area of study they wished to pursue.  For this question, 

students were given the option of listing their intended career choice or area of study.  Of the 58 

students who gave a response; answers were grouped together by occupational job family.  17% 

of students reported that they would pursue a career within the field of Business, 14% of students 

mentioned a career in Education, 12% reported an interest in Engineering or Architecture, 9% 

students expressed an interest in Journalism or Communications, and 7% of students reported 

careers in the following categories of Animal Sciences, Fine Arts and Design, Medical, and 

Computer related fields.  There were a small percentage of students interested in Community and 

Social Sciences (5%), 3% of students indicated an interest in either a Service Related Field or 

Entertainment, and only 2% of students were interested in Law Enforcement or Military, Legal 

Studies and English. 

Table 22: Level of Education Required for Careers of Interest 

21.  What is the education level required for your career(s) of interest? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Trade school, 2 years associate's degree or 

specialized job training/certification 
11.2% 20 

A 4 year bachelor's degree 34.8% 62 

Master's degree or higher 38.2% 68 

Education level unclear 15.7% 28 

Total    100% 178 

 

 To pursue their careers of interest the majority of students (73%) plan to obtain at least a 

bachelor’s degree.  Surprisingly, 15.7% of students did not know what education level they 

would need to obtain for their career of interest. 
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Table 23: Length of Interest in Chosen Career 

22.  How long have you been interested in your chosen career/area of study? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

2 years or more 53.4% 95 

12-24 months 24.7% 44 

3-12 months 13.5% 24 

Less than 3 months 8.4% 15 

Total    100% 178 

 

 While 78.1% of students have been interested in a career for at least one year, over half 

(53.4%) have been interested for over two years. 

Table 24: Sources of Education for Careers of Interest 

23.  What is the main way you learned about this career? (check all that apply) 

Answer Options 

Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Television, radio, newspaper or other media 28.1% 50 

Parents/family members 60.7% 108 

Classes 41.0% 73 

Friends 35.4% 63 

Teachers 35.4% 63 

Books 18.5% 33 

Internet 47.2% 84 

School counselor 10.1% 18 

Real life experience (job, internship, job shadow, co-

op etc.) 
45.5% 81 

Total    100% 178 

 

 Again, parents and family members seem to be an important resource for students as 

60.7% reported that it was the mail way they learned about their career of interest, followed 

closely by the internet (47.2%) and real life experience (45.5%).  The least amount of students 

(10.1%) reported their School Counselor as a main way to learn about a career.   
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Table 25: Importance of Factors for Career Choice 

24.  What is most important to you when choosing a career? 

Answer Options 

Not at all 

important 

Somewhat 

important Important 

Extremely 

Important 

Rating 

Average 

Response 

Count 

Whether you will enjoy the 

career, will be passionate about 

what you do 

3 6 39 130 3.66 178 

Whether you can be successful 

in the career 
4 9 66 99 3.46 178 

Money/salary 4 33 78 63 3.12 178 

Prestige of job (the reputation 

with the career) 
15 49 89 25 2.70 178 

Current availability/job outlook 

(is there a need for your career?) 
8 36 97 37 2.91 178 

What your parents/family want 

you to do 
53 82 36 7 1.98 178 

What your friends are doing 122 42 11 3 1.41 178 

Total             178 

 

 Students reported that the most important factor in choosing a career was a passion for 

the career or a career they would enjoy with an average rating of 3.66 out of 4.00.  Success in a 

career (3.46/4.00) and the expected income from a career (3.12/4.00) were also rated as 

important.  Of least importance for choosing a career were the choices of their friends, with an 

average rating of 1.41 out of 4.00. 

Table 26: Students Perceptions of Academic Preparation for Post High School Plans 

25.  Do you feel your academic experience at Schroeder has prepared you for your post 

high school plans? 

Answer Options 

Response 

Percent Response Count 

Not at all 8.4% 15 

Somewhat 33.1% 59 

I feel adequately prepared 54.5% 97 

I couldn't feel more prepared 3.9% 7 

Total    100% 178 

 

More than half of students (54.4%) felt adequately prepared for their post high school 

plans from their academic experience at Schroeder, while only 8.4% of students did not feel 

prepared at all. 
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Table 27: Students Perceptions of Social/Emotional Preparation for Post High School Plans 

26.  Do you feel emotionally/socially prepared for post high school plans? 

Answer Options 

Response 

Percent Response Count 

Not at all prepared 5.1% 9 

Somewhat prepared 18.5% 33 

There are a few things I might be nervous about, but 

generally I feel prepared 
55.1% 98 

I'm very confident that I am prepared for the next step 21.3% 38 

Total    100% 178 

 

 More than half of students (55.1%) felt they are generally emotionally and socially 

prepared for their post high school plans. 

Table 28: Post High School Living Arrangements of Students 

27.  Next year I plan to: 

Answer Options 

Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Live at home 22.5% 40 

Live on my own or with roommates in housing provided by 

college, trade school, military, job (dorms, townhouses, 

military base etc.) 

62.9% 112 

Live on my own or with roommates in housing NOT provided 

by college, trade school, military, job (house, apartment, 

townhouse etc.) 

11.8% 21 

Other (please specify) 2.8% 5 

Total    100% 178 

 

 The majority of students surveyed (74.7%) plan to move out of their current home to live 

on their own or with roommates.  Of the five students who chose “Other”, one student said they 

planned to live with their family (but did not specify where) and three reported that they were 

unsure of where they would live at the time.  One student did not take the activity seriously and 

therefore his response was not reported. 
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Table 29: Students Indications of Needed Preparation for Post High School Plans 

28.  What are some activities you might have liked to have experienced or general areas of knowledge 

you would have liked more information on to better prepare for your post high school plans? (check all 

that apply) 

Answer Options 

Response 

Percent 

Response 

Count 

Academic preparation (ex: what college/trade school classes will be like, 

typical class schedule, go over a course syllabus, etc.) 
61.2% 109 

Career preparation (ex: how to apply for a job, help with resume writing, 

making the right career choice, etc.) 
58.4% 104 

Social/emotional preparation (ex: what dorm/apartment life is like, how to 

budget finances, talking about living with roommates, time management 

skills, etc.) 

43.3% 77 

I don't think any of the above would have been helpful 15.7% 28 

Total    100% 178 

 

 Most students reported that they would have liked more preparation in all of the areas of 

academic (61.2%), career (58.4%) and social/emotional (43.3%) before graduating high school. 

Comparative Results 

 Some of the questions were broken down to further see if there was a difference in the 

needs of students who plan to attend a four year college, a two year or community college or 

those students who choose not to attend college at this time. 

Table 30: Comparative Results: Resources Used by Students for Post High School Planning 

2. What have you done/what resources have you used to prepare for your plans after high school? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Talked with family 93.8% 86.3% 80.0% 

Researched information about a career (internet, CareerNet.com, “Explore 

Careers” on Naviance etc.) 
56.3% 52.9% 40.0% 

Talked with someone in my career of interest 52.7% 43.1% 33.3% 

Looked at college websites 89.3% 68.6% 33.3% 

Participated in job shadowing, internship, or a co-op 18.8% 11.8% 13.3% 

Taken a personality type inventory (ex: “My Personality Type” on Naviance) 28.6% 11.8% 6.7% 

Taken a career interest inventory (“Explore Interests” on Naviance) 28.6% 19.6% 13.3% 

Visited a college/trade school/military base 83.0% 35.3% 26.7% 

Talked with my school counselor 57.1% 47.1% 60.0% 

Worked/volunteered in my career of interest or area related to it 25.0% 25.5% 13.3% 

Written a resume 37.5% 17.6% 13.3% 

Taken AP/dual credit courses 66.1% 31.4% 20.0% 

Used Naviance in general 27.7% 27.5% 6.7% 
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No matter their plans for next year, students seemed to find their family as a significant 

resource for their post-high school plans.  Students who did not plan to attend college seemed to 

rely less on the use of College websites and programs such as Naviance- a web-based career, 

college and academic planning program used by the school.  Those students who planned to 

attend a two year college (47.1%) seemed to use their counselor as a resource less than those 

planning to attend a four year college (57.1%) as well as those not planning to attend college 

(60%). 

Table 31: Comparative Results: Average Rating of Helpfulness of Resources Used by Students 

3.  Who/what has been most helpful with your post high school plans? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

Avg. Rating 

2-Year 

College 

Avg. Rating 

Non-College 

Avg. Rating 

Parents/family 3.38 2.78 2.67 

Teachers 2.63 2.27 2.00 

Friends 2.47 2.37 2.13 

School Counselor 2.60 2.37 2.33 

Books 1.64 1.55 1.20 

Newspaper/TV/Radio 1.47 1.61 1.33 

Internet/websites 3.15 2.65 2.13 

College brochures/visits 3.45 2.55 1.73 

Work/internship/co-op experience 2.07 1.96 2.20 

 

 On average, those planning to attend a four year college rated their Parents/Family, 

Internet/Websites, and College visits as more helpful in their post high school planning than 

those going to two year colleges or not at all.  Overall, those not planning to attend college rated 

all of the options above as less helpful than those students planning to attend either a four or two 

year college. 
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Table 32: Comparative Results: Needed Resources for Post High School Planning 

4.   Looking back at your years at Schroeder, what would have been helpful to better prepare you for 

your post high school plans? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

Avg. Rating 

2-Year 

College 

Avg. Rating 

Non-College 

Avg. Rating 

More parental/guardian input 2.57 2.41 2.33 

Assistance finding &amp; applying for a job 2.37 2.47 2.67 

Taking career interest inventories/personality profiles etc. 2.21 2.35 2.27 

Information on different careers 2.73 2.73 2.47 

More time with your school counselor 2.71 2.73 2.33 

Exposure to or experience in different careers (ex: job 

shadowing, internships, etc.) 
3.13 2.78 2.67 

Resume writing tips 2.46 2.27 1.73 

Take more college prep/college credit courses in high 

school (ex: AP's, dual credit tech and business courses) 
2.61 2.24 2.20 

Taken an EMCC course (ex: cosmetology, culinary, auto 

mechanics, New Visions, etc.) 
1.71 2.06 2.60 

Study harder/better GPA 3.16 3.12 3.00 

Get involved in more clubs/activities at school 2.54 2.33 2.73 

Get an early start on the college search and application 

process 
3.14 2.96 2.73 

 

 Overall, no matter the plans of the student they tended to rate the resources about the 

same.  Non-College Students did rate taking courses at Eastern Monroe Career Center (EMCC) 

as more helpful than those who plan to attend either a two or four year college.   

Table 33: Comparative Results: Importance of Academics for Students 

5.  How important was it for you to do well in school? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Not at all important 2.7% 3.9% 13.3% 

Somewhat important 7.1% 23.5% 46.7% 

Important 41.1% 58.8% 26.7% 

Extremely Important 49.1% 13.7% 13.3% 

  

 Almost half (49.1%) of those students attending a four year college rated that it was 

“Extremely Important” for them to do well in school.  More than half students attending a two 

year college (58.8%) rated that it was “Important” while almost half of those not attending 

college (46.7%) only rated it “Somewhat Important”. 
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Table 34: Comparative Results: Importance of Academics for Parents/Guardians 

6.  How important was it to your parents/guardians that you do well in school? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Not at all important 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Somewhat important 4.5% 13.7% 6.7% 

Important 33.9% 35.3% 33.3% 

Extremely important 61.6% 51.0% 60.0% 

 Despite the differing plans of students, in general parents/guardians found it extremely 

important for their students to do well in school. 

Table 35: Comparative Results: Student Indicated Grade Point Average 

7.  Please indicate the range of your current GPA: 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College Non-College 

100-95 8.0% 3.9% 0.0% 

94-90 34.8% 3.9% 6.7% 

89-85 35.7% 17.6% 6.7% 

84-80 14.3% 33.3% 26.7% 

79-75 7.1% 21.6% 20.0% 

74-70 0.0% 17.6% 26.7% 

69-65 0.0% 0.0% 6.7% 

64 or below 0.0% 2.0% 6.7% 

 

 Almost half (42.8%) of those students attending a four year college reported having a 

GPA between 90-100.  73.4% of those not attending college reported having an average between 

70-79, and the majority of those attending a two year college (72.5%) reported a GPA between 

80-89. 

Table 36: Comparative Results: Student Indicated Academic Effort 

8.  How would you rate your effort level in regards to achieving your GPA? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

Students 

Non-

College 

Didn't try much at all 4.5% 13.7% 20.0% 

Did enough work to get by 19.6% 43.1% 66.7% 

Worked hard, but there's always room for improvement 74.1% 43.1% 13.3% 

Could not have possibly tried harder 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 
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 On average, those students attending a four year college reported that they worked harder 

than those who plan to attend a two year college or those not attending college.   

Table 37: Comparative Results: Parent/Guardian Influence on College Attendance 

15.  Did your parents/guardians want you to attend college? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Yes 100.0% 94.1% 86.7% 

No 0.0% 0.0% 6.7% 

They had no opinion 0.0% 5.9% 6.7% 

 

 Despite their post-graduation choices, the majority of students stated that their 

parents/guardians wanted them to attend college. 

Table 38: Comparative Results: Family Agreement with Students’ Post High School Choices 

16.  Does your family agree with your choices for next year? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Yes 96.4% 82.4% 53.3% 

No 2.7% 5.9% 26.7% 

Had no opinion 0.9% 11.8% 20.0% 

 

 Those attending college (four or two year) appeared to have more family support than 

those not attending college. 

Table 39: Comparative Results: Student Participation in College Entrance Exams 

17.  Did you take the SAT and/or ACT? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College Non-College 

Yes 99.1% 68.6% 13.3% 

No 0.9% 31.4% 86.7% 

 

 A large percentage of those students not attending college (86.7%) did not take any 

college entrance exam. 
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Table 40: Comparative Results: Student Participation in Practice College Entrance Exams 

18.  Did you take the appropriate practice exam(s)? (PSAT and/or 

PLAN) 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Yes 78.6% 58.8% 6.7% 

No 21.4% 41.2% 93.3% 

 

 The majority of those students not attending college (93.3%) did not take the appropriate 

practice college entrance exams, and only a little over half (58.8%) of those attending a two year 

college took the exams. 

Table 41: Comparative Results: Career Aspirations of Students 

20.  Do you know what career/general area of study you would like to 

eventually pursue? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Unsure at this time 8.0% 15.7% 26.7% 

There are a couple of things I would like 

to explore 
14.3% 27.5% 26.7% 

Have a pretty good idea 45.5% 25.5% 13.3% 

Know exactly what I want to do 32.1% 31.4% 33.3% 

 

 Those attending a four year college tended to have a better idea of the career or general 

area of study they would like to pursue than those attending a two year college or not at all. 

Table 42: Comparative Results: Level of Education Required for Careers of Interest 

21.  What is the education level required for your career(s) of interest? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Trade school, 2 years associate's degree or specialized job 

training/certification 
1.8% 25.5% 33.3% 

A 4 year bachelor's degree 36.6% 39.2% 6.7% 

Master's degree or higher 53.6% 9.8% 20.0% 

Education level unclear 8.0% 25.5% 40.0% 

 

 The largest percentage (40%) of students unsure of what education level is needed for a 

career of interest is those that are not planning to attend college.   
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Table 43: Comparative Results: Importance of Factors for Career Choice 

24.  What is most important to you when choosing a career? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

Avg. Rating 

2-Year 

College 

Avg. Rating 

Non-College 

Avg. Rating 

Whether you will enjoy the career, will be passionate 

about what you do 
3.75 3.55 3.40 

Whether you can be successful in the career 3.60 3.33 2.87 

Money/salary 3.19 3.14 2.60 

Prestige of job (the reputation with the career) 2.75 2.65 2.47 

Current availability/job outlook (is there a need for your 

career?) 
2.97 2.86 2.67 

What your parents/family want you to do 2.03 2.00 1.60 

What your friends are doing 1.36 1.53 1.40 

 

 Despite their differences in pathways to their career of interest, there seemed to be no 

difference between the students rating of importance for factors when considering a career. 

Table 44: Comparative Results: Students Perceptions of Academic Preparation for Post High 

School Plans 

25.  Do you feel your academic experience at Schroeder has prepared you for your post high school 

plans? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Not at all 1.8% 11.8% 46.7% 

Somewhat 24.1% 51.0% 40.0% 

I feel adequately prepared 67.9% 37.3% 13.3% 

I couldn't feel more prepared 6.3% 0.0% 0.0% 

 

 Almost half of students not planning to attend college (46.7%) indicated that their high 

school academic experience did not prepare them for their post high school plans.  Half those 

students planning to attend a two year college (51%) indicated that they were somewhat prepared 

academically, whereas more than two-thirds of those planning to attend a four year college 

(67.9%) felt adequately prepared academically. 
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Table 45: Comparative Results: Students Perceptions of Social/Emotional Preparation for Post 

High School Plans 

26.  Do you feel emotionally/socially prepared for post high school plans? 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College Non-College 

Not at all prepared 1.8% 7.8% 20.0% 

Somewhat prepared 13.4% 25.5% 33.3% 

There are a few things I might be nervous about, but 

generally I feel prepared 
62.5% 43.1% 40.0% 

I'm very confident that I am prepared for the next step 22.3% 23.5% 6.7% 

 

 More than half (53.3%) of student not planning to attend college indicated that they were 

not at all prepared or only somewhat prepared socially or emotionally.  Students planning to 

attend a four year college (84.8%) or those attending at two year college (66.6%), most of these 

students felt at least generally prepared for their next step. 

Table 46: Comparative Results: Post High School Living Arrangements of Students 

27.  Next year I plan to: 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College Non-College 

Live at home 3.6% 58.8% 40.0% 

Live on my own or with roommates in housing provided 

by college, trade school, military, job (dorms, 

townhouses, military base etc.) 

92.0% 15.7% 6.7% 

Live on my own or with roommates in housing NOT 

provided by college, trade school, military, job (house, 

apartment, townhouse etc.) 

2.7% 21.6% 46.7% 

Other (please specify) 1.8% 3.9% 6.7% 

 

 Depending on the student’s choice for next year, the living arrangements of students 

differ greatly.  Almost all of those planning to attend a four year college (92%) indicate they will 

live in housing provided by the school, such as a dorm.  More than half (58.8%) of students 

attending a two year college plan to live at home, while most student not attending college 

(46.7%) plan to live on their own or with a roommate not provided by their job, such as an 

apartment. 
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Table 47: Comparative Results: Students Indication of Needed Preparation for Post High School 

Plans 

28.  What are some activities you might have liked to have experienced or general areas of knowledge 

you would have liked more information on to better prepare for your post high school plans? (check 

all that apply) 

Answer Options 

4-Year 

College 

2-Year 

College 

Non-

College 

Academic preparation (ex: what college/trade school 

classes will be like, typical class schedule, go over a 

course syllabus, etc.) 

65.2% 60.8% 33.3% 

Career preparation (ex: how to apply for a job, help with 

resume writing, making the right career choice, etc.) 
59.8% 56.9% 53.3% 

Social/emotional preparation (ex: what dorm/apartment 

life is like, how to budget finances, talking about living 

with roommates, time management skills, etc.) 

44.6% 39.2% 46.7% 

I don't think any of the above would have been helpful 10.7% 23.5% 26.7% 

 

 No matter the plans of the students, the majority of them indicated that they would have 

liked more academic, career and social/emotional preparation for life after high school. 

Qualitative Items 

The last three questions on the survey were qualitative in nature and asked students to 

write in their own answer.  The summary of all students’ responses will be discussed by 

question.   

 Student-Related Preparation   

In the first qualitative question, students were asked what they would have done 

differently to better prepare for their transition out of high school.  The majority of the responses 

were related to an increase of efforts in regards to their academic performance.  Students 

responded that they would have “tried harder”, “worked harder to towards a better GPA”, and 

that they would have “worked harder throughout high school to achieve better grades and get 

into better schools.”  Most of the students’ responses seemed to indicate that the students saw the 

connection between academic achievements in high school to their career futures.  Other students 
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mentioned that they wished they had better work ethics to prepare them for what lies ahead, 

“Probably could have had a better work ethic and gotten better grades so I would have a better 

shot at scholarships. That and I would have liked to have taken more APs, going along with that 

work ethic thing, too.” 

Many of the responses were also related to career and college planning and development.  

A vast majority of the students mentioned they would have liked more experience in a job or 

internship related to their career of interest, or that they would have liked to go on more college 

visits.  Some students mentioned that they wished they were more motivated when it came to 

their college and career search.  Many students had responses similar to this student, 

“I think starting early, as in freshman year would have been very helpful. One issue I ran 

into was time! If I had more time I may have applied to more colleges though I am happy 

with my final choices. I would recommend starting the college / career search very early 

on.” 

Although this question was geared towards the student, a large number of students 

mentioned that they would have wanted more time with their counselor.  Students responded that 

they wanted more, “one on one help with selecting a college and scholarship help” or that “many 

of the counselors you have to fight for their time”.  Some students responded that if they could 

do it all over again, they would have prepared themselves socially and emotionally for the 

transition out of school.  Students said they would have liked to have joined clubs in high school 

and would have started becoming more independent earlier on.  Others said that leaving home 

was going to be hard for them; one student mentioned that she would have liked to, “get over my 

shyness when it comes to meeting to new people.  Gain confidence in myself AND in my 

working abilities; get over my fear of public speaking.” 
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Counselor-Related Preparation   

Students were next asked what their counselor could have done or anything the students 

would have liked more of from their counselor to help them better prepare for their transition out 

of high school.  Although many of the students reported that they were happy with the support 

they were given from their counselors, most of the students mentioned that they would like more 

time with them, both one-on-one and in a group or psycho-educational setting.  Overwhelmingly 

they mentioned that counselors were often unavailable when needed and overall they expressed 

they would have benefited from more time with and information from their counselor.  Students 

seemed to realize the importance of starting to plan early and wanted more help and direction 

with their goals; and even gave specific suggestions such as, “talked to us about college as early 

as the ninth grade because it comes up really fast and we didn't have enough information soon 

enough.”  Another student said, “more one on one time with every single individual student 

discussing post secondary education/jobs.”  Students also suggested that counselors should, 

“meet with the students at least 4 times a year and talked about grades and goals and future 

plans” or “gotten more involved individually with students helping them with their own specific 

problems.”  Many of the students were happy with their counselors and indicated that they were 

helpful, but often mentioned that, “I wish I had more one on one time with my counselor. I feel 

that I did have a lot of time with him, but I wish I had more or went to him more often.”   

Suggestions for Future Students  

 The high school seniors were next asked to provide any advice they would give to 

underclassmen as they prepared for their eventual transition out of high school.  Once again, 

academic achievement and effort seemed to be an overwhelming response.  Students encouraged 

their younger classmates to, “work hard and try to get good grades so that you can get into the 
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schools of your choice.”  They also emphasized the importance of starting to work on their 

career development as soon as possible.  Many students touched upon the importance of 

exploring and developing the entire self; academically, socially, emotionally and in terms of a 

career.  One student said,  

“Work hard, in all your classes. Don't think that just because it's an elective you don't 

have to get a good grade, don't slack off in gym class or anything either. You may not 

agree with it but your grades do count. Colleges will look at your high school years (all 4) 

and every important test you take.  Start early in the college search and you will be less 

stressed and more happy in the end. Take some time to apply to different colleges and to 

explore what they have to offer. It's easy to pretend you don't care, or say you don't have 

time... but it will take a large burden off of you once you get it all done.  Apply early, and 

be confident about your resume.  Also, get a job! Start exploring possible career 

opportunities if possible. Xerox and other large local companies sometimes offer small 

jobs over the summer or co-ops... take the time to explore!  Oh, and try to have some 

fun!” 

Many of the high school seniors encouraged the underclassmen to challenge themselves 

with Advanced Placement courses, and those that offer college credits.  One student said,  

“Make the choices YOU want to make for your future and start now, don't just drift on 

down taking only the basic classes.  Take an extra class or two or even an AP- who 

knows it might come in handy some where down the line.” 

A number of the students touched upon the importance of the choices they need to make 

senior year, as well as the personal meaning that is behind it, 
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“Don't do something just because your best friends or boyfriends/girlfriends are doing it. 

This is YOUR future and even though they may not be there in four years, you will be 

still. And you need to make sure your reasons for looking at a certain college or major are 

all personal and for yourself. Not for anyone else. If you do do it for someone else, you 

will regret it.” 

Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to assess the needs of high school seniors as they are 

preparing to transition out of the high school setting.  The survey was used to assess their current 

level of preparation, as well as what resources they have used throughout high school to make 

their post secondary choices.  It also examined the potential differences in the needs of students 

based on their post-high school choices.  From the results it can be inferred that there is a 

difference in the needs of students based on their post high school choices, but all students 

surveyed still felt the need for more help and support across the board when preparing for their 

transition out of high school.  In conjunction with the results of this study and the research on 

career development, it is clear that there is a need for a comprehensive school counseling 

program to better address the needs of students.  

Interpretation of Results 

Similar to previous research, 91.6% of students planned to attend either a four or two 

year college next year (Horn et al., 2003).  Overall, academic achievement seemed to be 

important to all students as 80.9% of those surveyed indicated that it was “Important” or 

“Extremely Important” to them to do well in school.  As seniors, they seemed to see the direct 

relationship between academic achievement in high school and their post high school plans, but 

their answers to the open ended questions seemed to indicate that they may not have seen the 
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connection earlier in high school.  Although academic achievement was rated as important, most 

students indicated that they would have tried harder in high school so that they could have more 

options open to them post graduation.  45.5% of those students surveyed indicated that their 

academic achievement constrained their college search or kept them from applying to college at 

all.  Research has shown that it is essential to link what students are doing in the present to their 

future goals so they can understand the importance of their high school achievement, therefore a 

comprehensive school counseling program beginning early in high school is important for a 

student’s total development (Reid & Moore, 2008). 

 From the results of the survey, family seemed to be the most important resource used by 

all students in order to help make their career decisions.  Over 90% of the students reported that 

they talked to their parents about their choices, and parents were rated more helpful than any 

other resource.  This is similar to previous research done on career development.  Dick and Rallis 

(1991) found that high school seniors interested in the field of engineering or science noted 

parents as more influential on a career choice than teachers.   

 When broken down by post high school choice, there seemed to be a disparity between 

those going to a four year college, a two year college or not attending college.  While Gibbons et 

al. (2006) found gender differences in the needs of 9
th

 graders; no one has investigated the 

differences between students dependent on their post graduation plans.  This study found that 

those planning to attend a four year college used more career preparation resources, they 

indicated a higher knowledge of careers, reported a higher grade point average, and a higher 

level of effort regarding their academics.  They were also more likely to take college entrance 

exams and reported feeling better prepared academically, socially, emotionally and in terms of a 

career than those attending a two year college or those not attending college.  When asked the 
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education level required for their career of interest, 40% of students not attending college 

responded that the level was unclear and 20% indicated that a master’s degree or higher was 

needed.  From the results, it seems that those planning to attend college are overall more 

prepared for the next leg of their journey than other students.   

Limitations 

 Although there is much to learn about the needs of high school students, there are several 

limitations that affect the generalizability of this study.  First, this sample was drawn from a 

single high school in the Northeast United States with predominately white students.  This study 

was done in order to find the specific needs of the students at that particular school, therefore it 

cannot be used to asses the needs of high schools students in diverse settings, such as rural and 

urban schools where the demographics of the student population may be vastly different. The 

results could be combined to create a larger, more diverse sample of students.  Second, there was 

a lack of demographic information collected from the survey, so there was no way to assess 

differences between students or compare that to previous research.  Also, the majority of students 

who responded to this survey indicated that they were college bound students.  These limitations 

will be addressed in Recommendations for Further Study. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

  Gibbons et al. (2006) found the needs of 9
th

 grade students to be different based on their 

gender, ethnicity, or if they were a first generation college student.  Future studies should include 

such demographic questions to address the differing needs between students.  It would also be of 

interest to survey students that receive special education services at school, as their needs may be 

different than other students and could help counselors deliver a more complete program. In 
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order to generalize to the larger population, future surveys should be given to high school seniors 

across the United States in different settings such as urban and rural.   

Although 78.1% of students reported that they were interested in a career for at least one 

year, students did not indicate using resources that were associated with defining their interests 

and career values such as using Naviance, working with their school counselor or hands on 

experience in a career of interest.  Super (1990) and Brown (1996) emphasized the importance of 

exploring and crystallizing career values and interests in order to make a planned, well informed 

career choice, yet most students do not seem to be participating in those activities.  Maybe 

students are not aware of how these activities can be helpful or why it is important to crystallize 

their interests, abilities and values.  The research done by Evans and Burck (1992) showed that 

comprehensive programs are most effective when they are in at least their second year.  Since 

many of these activities such as the interest and career values inventories were new to students 

this year, future surveys should be given to each grade level every year to assess their current 

levels of understanding regarding career choices and what resources they currently use.  This can 

be used not only to help counselors improve the use and understanding of the resources by 

students, but it could be used to track each student’s progress from ninth to twelfth grade. 

No matter what the student chose to do following graduation, choosing a career in which 

they would be passionate about or enjoy was rated as most important.  Are they purely based on 

ability or interest in a field, or are students considering their future life roles and how a job may 

affect those?  Given the importance of Super’s life roles and career values, research should 

explore how students are making these career choices; what values they are using to consider a 

career and what life roles they see themselves in the future (Super, 1990).   
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Given the many differences between students who plan to attend a four year college, a 

two year college or not at all; raises many questions; 1) are those students not attending a four 

year college because they have not taken advantage of the resources or is the school system not 

addressing their different needs?  2) Are students not attending a four year college because their 

grades are lower than that needed for acceptance or do students already know that they are not on 

a career track that requires a bachelors degree or higher?  3) Are student obtaining career and 

college information too late in their high school experience?  4) How do school counselors 

address the academic, social and career needs of those students who do not plan to attend 

college?  Future studies should further investigate why students are making the choices they are 

in order to create a comprehensive program that allows students to make the post secondary 

choices that are truly right for them, not because it was their only option or the only thing they 

knew about.   

This study found that families had a strong influence over the post secondary choices a 

student made.  In the study done by Gibbons et al. (2006), they gave a brief survey to parents of 

the ninth graders.  The majority expressed concerns about maintaining their students’ motivation, 

focus and confidence.  Parents in the Gibbons et al. study indicated that they talked to their 

students about careers, college and interests and the need for good grades and competitive 

coursework, but few parents took action to help their students make a decision.  A few parents 

indicated that they provided encouragement for their students and their decisions and but even 

fewer took their students to visit college or looked at college websites.  This lack of extensive 

family help is not surprising given that those surveyed were parents of 9
th

 graders, but would this 

change as students progressed through high school?  Given the importance that families play in a 
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student’s post high school decision, future studies should evaluate their knowledge on career and 

college planning, as well as their needs in order to be supportive of their students.   

Implications for School Counselors 

The results of this study provide a greater understanding of the needs of high school 

seniors as they prepare to graduate from high school, as well as what might have been helpful to 

them over their high school career.  The results of this survey are important for counselors 

working with high school students, as it allows them to learn first hand what counseling practices 

have been helpful to students as well as what may be lacking.   

Prior to this school year, this particular high school had no formal comprehensive 

counseling program.  The students surveyed in this project went through high school with 

minimal interaction with their counselor, unless the student sought out more help.  Time 

constraints only allowed counselors to push into classrooms once a year for each grade level 

delivering the “important” information for each grade, but there was little follow through or in-

depth discussions on post high school planning or self exploration.  This study, along with the 

results of Gibbons et al (2006), shows the importance of comprehensive career education 

beginning early in a student’s high school experience and given consistently throughout, not just 

once a year.  The students in this study even suggested that counselors should be meeting with 

students at least four times a year to address the needs of each student.  Information on careers 

and post secondary options, as well as exploration of academic and career interest and values 

need to start being presented in the ninth grade and consistently throughout high school, before 

these students and their parents eliminate options due to a lack of or inaccurate information.   

Overall, students indicated that they would have benefited from more academic, career, 

social and emotional preparation for their plans post high school.  In the author’s experience, 
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many programs address the needs of students through high school as they prepare to make their 

post graduation plans, but there is little to no preparation for students once they have made their 

choice.  Students have many resources they can use to obtain help in choosing their career path 

or college for the following fall, but once they have obtained a job or been accepted to a college 

they are left on their own to prepare for their life after high school.  Some students in the study 

indicated feelings of uneasiness as they thought about their life after graduation, and this is the 

first time many students are leaving to live on their own, entering the work force, or attending 

college.  The students indicated that they would have prepared themselves earlier socially and 

emotionally for the transition, and would have started becoming independent earlier.  A 

comprehensive counseling program should also address the social and emotional needs of 

students after they have made their post high school plans; such as how to adjust to dorm life, an 

example college course syllabus, help with choosing the right classes in college, or how to get 

along with co-workers or roommates.  Proactive counseling support should also be offered to 

address the students’ feelings of anxiety related with the large transition they will be making. 

School counselors are specialists in child and adolescent development, and they are the 

most qualified to help students meet the challenges and demands of the school system while they 

prepare to transition out of high school (ASCA, 2005).  As shown in the results of this study, 

students rated them as least helpful with their post high school planning, but the majority of the 

students from this study indicated that they would have benefited from more help from their 

counselor.  When the students worked with their counselors, they indicated to be pleased with 

the help they received but would have liked more of it.  The low rating of their counselor’s 

helpfulness may very well be related to their lack of availability, as students often indicated that 

their counselors were very busy and it was often hard for students to get one-on-one time with 
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them.  In a study done by Blustein et al. (1997), students reported that having a large caseload 

was a major factor that kept their school counselor from substantially engaging with them.  At 

the particular school where this study was completed, one counselor has a caseload of 

approximately 255 students.  This counselor caseload is above the 250 student maximum that the 

American School Counselor Association recommends in order for a school counselor to be most 

effective and helpful to their students, and is above the National average among high schools of 

220 students (ASCA, 2005).  ASCA also states that in order to be most effective school 

counselors should spend at least 80% of their time in direct service to students, which is often 

difficult to do when managing the paperwork and other non-counseling duties associated with a 

large caseload of diverse students.  General information can be distributed to all students through 

group psycho-educational lessons, but with each student comes different circumstances that need 

to be addressed.  Although a comprehensive school counseling program will help to address the 

overall needs of all students, it is important for school counselors to advocate for themselves; 

educate students, parents, faculty and staff of their position and what they are capable of in order 

to better serve each individual student’s needs.   

The results from this study, as well as from Gibbons et al (2006), emphasize the 

importance of involving and educating parents early on in this career decision making process.  

Those students attending a four year college rated parents as more helpful than those students 

attending a two year college or not at all.  This is not surprising given the “College for all” 

attitude in today’s society; many of today’s families think all students must go to college in order 

to be successful, which is not the case for everyone (Rosenbaum & Person, 2003).  Since 

families are the number one resource used by students, it is important that they have the right 

tools and resources to help their students make a post high school choice that is a right fit.  
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School counselors need to address the needs of parents as well as students through increased 

communication with families and educational programs for parents. 

Conclusion 

 The purpose of this study was to assess the needs of students in order to create a 

comprehensive school counseling program to help them successfully transition out of high 

school.  This study also examined whether there was a difference in the needs of students 

dependent on their plans for post-graduation: going on to a four year college, a community 

college or for those that were not college bound.  Results of this survey show that there is a 

difference between the needs of students dependent on their plans after graduation, but regardless 

of their choice all students reported needing more support and help with preparing for their 

transition out of high school.  It is clear that minimal interaction with students and a reactive-

based counseling program is not sufficient to meet the needs of today’s students.  In the future, 

the results of this survey should be used in conjunction with the ASCA National Model to 

identify the school’s specific standards that need to be addressed.  Combined with the research 

on career development theories, college and career decision making needs of students and the 

national trends on college admissions and the workplace, this study supports that a 

comprehensive school counseling program for grades 9 through 12 is the most effective way for 

school counselors in the high school setting to be proactive in addressing the academic, 

social/emotional and career development needs of students; and assuring that all students 

transition out of high school successfully. 
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Appendix A 

 

ASCA 
"K'ational Standards 

for ';tudents 
( COMP ETEN CI ES AND INDICATORS) 

Lpgend: A:A-l.1 "A<~demk Domain, Standard A. 
Competency 1 Mod Indicator 1 

Academic Development 
ASCA N>tion>.l S'Uld".u for .. ·..:!cmic dn..,lopmcnt guide ",hooI <cou nseling pro
gnm •• o implement .. megics ~nd >octi>itico to "'pport,..,d mrnmizc <a<h .... -
dent', abi~ty to k>rn . 

Standard A: Students will aequi .... the attitudes. knowledge and skills 
thoot contribut .. to effectiv" ' ... rning in school and aaoss the lif .. ...... 
A:A1 

A:A2 

Improve Academic Self-«>nce pt 
I'I.:Al . l Artkubtc fcdingo of cornpct<llcc ..,d con1idcncr .. Inmon 
A:AL2 Display. po,,;,ive interest m !coming 
A:A1.3 T.ke pride in .. ud..,d .crun"Cmcn' 
A:Al .4 Accept mi,t.u. .. <>SeRD ••• O the l=ning proo<=< 

A:Al .S Identify attitudes and bch:o.,.io" tho. Ind to ""u..fuJ le.rning 

Acquir. Skills for Improving L .... ning 
A:,u . l Apply time -nun.gement . nd ... k- ma ... gcrnrnt.Llb 
A:,u.2 [Xmonouot< how effort . nd per""'OCC pooith"I)" mcct 

k:uning 
A:,u .3 U"" communk. tiom .ul. to know .. nen =d h"", to ask Ii>< 

hdp ... hcn needed 
A:,u .4 Apply m o .... lcdg< and k . rning .oyla 00 po<ithody intlu<rK< 

""hool pc<fonnanc< 
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A:Al Adol""e S<.hool SU«HS 
A.AJ I T~kc: rnponoihLry for u..i. aruons 
A.AJ.l Do_me ,he abiIiry lO.."k intkpmdcndy, __ R .. ,he 

:&biIlry 10 .. ....t. coorcnth~ .... h ocha oruden". 
A.AJ.J o..-dop ~ brood nlnIC o(inler<:Ks and ~boLnc. 
A.AJ.. o.:_r~IC dcp<n<bbiliry. p • .,ductnuy md initia""" 
A.AJ.S Stu", knooooicdw< 

Standard 8 : Students will complete school with the .u6ernic 
pNp .... tlon uHlltlal to choo,.. from • wide •• ng. of subd..nti.1 
post-Mcondary options, including college. 

A:Bl Irnpn;ove learning 
A.B I I O':"""' .. n . . . ......... "-arion.,, ....... " indinduaJ poIenn:ai 
A.B l .l I.e.,n ~ "f'I'1r crilinl·.hinlinS skill! 
11..8 1 J ArPIr .he orudy skill! "",nour for ... "kmi< .... "' ..... eoch 

l.,-d 
A.BI.. Se.k inlQr .... tion and.~ from faculty, ..... rr. f...uly and 

pan 
A.B 1.5 O'lPf'l •• and :apply oadcmi< inIOrm:>tion from ~ ... riay of 

-"" /CD16 UK knO\\1cJge ofle>rnins ot}"k .,n p<lOit;." ly inlluen« od>ooI 
performa"". 

A.D I" B«ome :> ",If. directed and indepcruf .. 11 learner 

A:B2 Plln to Achl ..... Ga.ls 
A.B! I 

11..82.2 
11..823 

11..82 4 
A.825 

A.Bl .6 

A.BH 

EsnbIish challenging .. ademi< p. in ckmmwy, middle/ 
jr Ngh:and his/! ochool 
UK a.....mcnt ."",1 .. in cduc. 1ioo.1I planninll 
o..-dop and implement :.ru" .. 1 pl ... of .rudy '0 muimizc 
~mic .b.Jiry .nd :ochin"RI.n. 
Awly knowkJl\C of """'tudes :and ,n«rna .0 pi Klnn, 
U .. probIe .. ·"","ns ... d dccilion-mWnI\ skill> 10 __ 
p<OtVCOI ,""' .... d .du.::ati<onaJ goah 
Undcnund u.. rd.rio<Hhip bctwca> c'-room perlCnnoncc 
and SU<."'" in .d,ool 
ldenl>fr pooI·occondary optioou ......... cru ,,,'" in.ere ... , 
adll ....... "'. """'tude and abilities 

STANDARD C: Stl.ldents will undenbond the reI.ti ........ ip o f ..,.dem· 
in t o the wof'ld of worit .nd to life .t ........ and in the community. 

A:Cl ReI.te School to L1f. hp ... lences 
A.C I I o.:""", .. nl< t'" obiltty '0 1».1 ..... ",hoot, studies, CI".n.::urrK-

ul ... activJIics, Je .... '" time ...... hmily life 
/r,;C I 2 Se.k ro-curricula. and community n:pcrkn<a to t;nhoncc the 

""hooI apcrim<:c 
A.C I .J Undent:md the rd.t'omhip bc ... ·«n karning .nd """'*-
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A:CI. -l Demo"'t" 'e .n und""" ... ding of .he ,-..Iue of ti&Jong leam· 
ing.s essenti.l.o seeking., ob .. lning and molnt.ining Lr., 
,<><, 

A:C J. 5 Undenl.nd ,h., ",hod OUCeC'5f is the I""cp<I",ion to m>ke ,he 
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A:C1.6 Undenland h""" ""hool ,uo;:= and academic ochk,-emenr 
enh.n<c fu.ure career ."d "",. tional opportuni.ie. 

Career Development 
ASCA N.,ion..J 5"",d .. d. for cu«r d"'~lopmen' guide ""hoot counseling pro
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ca ..... ,"cisions. 

C:A 1 Develop c..reer Aw ....... ess 

C:A2 
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C:AI.2 learn .00.., the variety of Iradition..J .nd nontraditional 
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CoALl. 

C:AL4 
CoALS 
C:AI.6 
C:AL7 
CoALS 
CoAL9 
C:ALlO 
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Stand ... d B: Stu ....... ts will ftTIploy strategies to achie". futu ... 
CI ...... goals wi th su.:«tss and satisfaction . 

C;81 Acquir. Ca, .. , Inform a tion 
CBI . I Apply d",,;oioo!·m.kinS...kills ( Q ~~r pb nning.. course selec· 

tion and == .<=.mon 
C:BI.2 

C:Bl.J 
C:BIA 
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mcn,oring.. >h. oo..-ing . nd/or othtr "",ric CIpcricn<c 
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Standard C: Stu ....... b will unde"tand the re lationship betw .. n per
sonal qualities, education, training and the world o f work. 
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pcnon>! expression 
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C:C2 Apply Skills to Achlev. C. re er Goa ls 
C:Cl.1 Oo:mon ...... . how i",cr .... , .bai.,,,. and ... hic'"m.n, rd.,. to 

•• h'",ing p<nonoJ, ooc:,oJ, NU.::.t'onoJ .... d c.,«r goat. 
C:Cl.2 I..a.m """"'0 usc conllict m ..... gcmcn' >kills ,,;m p«n ""d .""'. 
C:Cl.J L=m to work coopcn<i,rl)" .. i,h omen os. 'caD1 memba 
C:C2.4 Apply ",,:oJemie and cmp/o)"me" «.dinn • .ItlI1, in .. ttk· 

bucd I.arning "lUalion. such ... in.cmdlipo. shad"",;ng 
""d/ or mcn'oring up<rirnc .. 

PersonallSocial Development 
!ISCA NarionaJ Sundard. for pcnonaJ/ ood.1 d",d"l'm"", guidc ,,,I>00I CQUn,ding 
prognrm.o provide ,he foundttion lOr pcnonaJ and 10Cial sro"m a . .. uden .. 
Prow""" .hrough w:hool IDd intO adulthood. 

Stilndilrd A: Swcktnts w ill acquir. the knowledge, Mtitr.KIes ilnd inter
penonil l Mills to help them understilnd .,d respe<t sel, ilnd othe n . 

PS:A1 Acquire Self-knowledge 
PS:AI.I 

PS:Al 2 
I'S :AI.3 
I'S :AI.4 
PS:AI.5 
PS:AI.6 
PS:AI. 7 
PS:AI 8 
I'S :AI.9 
PS:AUO 
PS:Al.Il 
PS:A 1.I2 

De,rl"l' """,Ii .. e ... i.ud ... to,,'Ud .elf ••• unique ... d "tt· 
thy pcnon 
ld.ntifY val" .. , a .. itudes...J hel,cn 
uarn 'he ,""' ·Ktt'ng PfO<c .. 
Undc,.,tand dung.:: i. a part of 1P'",,~h 
Identity and apr .... feding> 
Diocinguish het,.-e." :oppropri.le ... d inoppropriate bchzrior 
keosniz.c pc:nonaJ boundaries, righ .. ...J privacy n«d. 
Undcr>t ... d .he ncod fuc .df·eon,roJ . nd how '0 p"""icc i, 
Demons ... ,. coopc""'" bch .. ior in gro upo 
ld<n,ifY ""nonaJ .rr""" ... and .osct. 
Identity and discu .. chansing pcnonaJ and .odaJ role. 
IdentitY .nd =osnizc eh>nging &.mily rot .. 

PS:A2 Acquire Inte rpenon. 1 Skill s 
PS:A2. 1 
1'S:A2 .2 
1'S:A2 .3 

1'S:A2 .S 

1'S:A2 .6 
PS:A2.7 

PS:A2 8 

Rc<osni1.c 'hOI" "'"U)'Qnc ha. rish" .nd r<:lIpOfloibili"n 
Rcopect aII",na'"'' poin .. ohio ... 
Rccosniz.c . a.cccpt. K>f'«t and appredate indhidual 
d'fkren ... 
keosnlt.c, ... eel" .nd "!'Prod ... ethnic anJ .ohuraJ 
diY",.i<y 
Rc<osni1.c and rcsp«, differenca," ,oriou. family 
configurations 
U ... dfcc';,·e comnrunica,;om skill. 
Kn""," th .. ,omm"ru.,.tion in",,-, ... >peaking. l"lening IDd 
r>OI,...rb.a1 bctu.';or 
uarn h.ow '0 n.:aIr.. and keep friend. 
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Standard B: Stud .... ts w ill m a ke decisions. set goals a MI t a ke nKeS
u ry .ctlon t o achieve gCUl ls. 

PS:B1 S.lf-knowle dge Applica tion 
PS:B l .1 U"" a dedoioo-maling ""d problem-oolving modd 
PS:Bl .2 Unden,and cODlc'Iu<n<e. of dcci.roru and choO:o 
PS:BI .J identifY .ilern",;'·c ... Iutions to. problem 
!'S,B I." Do>-dop df«ti, .. coping wll. for dealing "it h problem. 
rS,Sl .5 Domon"rafe ..... en. ,,'hcre .nd how 10 Kek help for ""'>ing 

problem. and m.king drooioon. 
PS:Bl .6 
PS:BI .7 

r S·SI.8 
r S,Sl 9 
!'S:SJ.lO 
I'S:BLll 

PS,Bl.J 2 

Kn",,' how to "1'1'1)' conllict resolu.ion Kill. 
Domoru.ra« a re.pa:.:ond "f'P<<ci •• ion for ;ndhidu. 1 and 
cultural difk ... nc .. 
Know ..... en pccr pressur. is inHucncing a d«ision 
IdentifY long· :ond shorl-lcrm pis 
Iden{i!)' .hrn",n· ...... ) .. o f ."hi",ing goal. 
U"" pc"'stenee .nd pc...,." ... ""e in ""quinng u.c...icdgc 
and . kill. 
Do>-dop an ""non plan to k. and •• hl", ...... h .. ic pl. 

Standard C: Stud .... ts w ill unde rsta Ml H fe ty a nd s...-vi lll i skill s. 

PS:C1 Acquir. P .... sona l Saf. ty Skill s 
PS:Cl.l Domoru.r:o« knowledge of pcnonal info.marion (Le .• 

• elephone number. h.omc address, cmcrgency con ..... ) 
r S:C1.2 Le.rn..boo, ,h. r.btionship b,m.·«n rulC$, 1.." .. , safety and 

the prow:rion of rishu of .he individu>! 
rS:C I ,3 Le.,n..boo{ the differenc", b,m."en >ppropri>1. and inop. 

propri:ue phy ...... 1 contact 

PS:CI... Domorutr:o« the: 1 bili<y to ..... bound.ries. riy,u .nd pcr
tonal pm'X)' 

!'S:CI ,S DiiKrenti",e betv. .. m oi,u>tion. requiring IXcr aJppon an.d 
';fu.{i .... , «'1uiring .duh profession>! hodp 

rS:C I ,6 Iden{i!)' resource propLe in .he ",hod and community, and 
kIt""" ho ... to .... de .heir help 

PS:C l .7 Appl). dfccti>" problem~h-ing . nd dccisoo ·m.akin g .tills 
'0 male .. it and healthy choic .. 

r S:C l .8 Le.rn..boo, ,h. emotiONl and phyoie>J dange .. of mb· 
.. ance UK and .bu .... 

!'S:C1,9 
l'S:Cl.I O 
PS:C l.Il 

Le.,n how fo cop< .. i{h pc ... p"essure 
Le.rn t«hni'luc , f"" man.ging .ore .. and conJlk. 
Le.rn coping . kill. fo. roarutging Me even'" 
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Appendix B 

 

1 . Generi!ll lnformi!ltion 

1. What are YOllr pl<ln~ after g ."duat ionl 

0"""'" """'"' t ·, <0"" 
,:) .. ,.."' • • .,,, " ,,",,'0 .. " .. ",, 
C) .. , , .... n"'" ... " 

1. W ...... lI" v,.. Y"" (.""";",11,,. "'_~""r<:,..~ lI"v" Y"" ""..,. ) ." 1""I'"r" r" r v""r 1.1""" 
"fler h ig h seh .. " I? 

o ,, '''' _ott -"'" 

U ........ 0< d." • • ,,, , .t·"". '* ,. , (',w , .c, C"_ . ' " '~ " '. " ",, . c ... ~ , ' . , . .. ~ ." " •. ) 

o T. , ....... .. ,,, • • • , " .. , ~ • • , " ' , . ,., ." 

o ~. " . ., ,,' "'" ~ , .. '0. 
0" ... ",,, .• ,, ; .• , > . .... , .... ,,, •. ,,,";. , ~. ,~. , 

o T. <oo , ' MHO' !; ', ',po I ... ,,, , , , . ", ' ,"," ' . m ".!;" T" . ' '" " " , , " .. ) 

o T" .. , <O 'm lot",." I . .. "", '0<, ' ." ,,,. ,"",",,,' 00 "n.,",,' 
0,,,,, ,"0, "" 0""' " " ' .. I ... "" ,, b", 

o T. ''' w'' ~, ,,,,,. , '"'''''''" 
D " " ""'~ " .~ ..... ;. " , ,,, .,, ., 'n", • • , .. . , • • , .1,,", " , 

0"",,,, · ~'"'" 
o T. " . ""! .. ~ ","" ,"~m 

o Ln ' "_I~ , I •• , om l 

3 . Who/ what has been m ost helpfU l witro your post high $chool plans? 

"" .. . :1 k.,.,., <o~ •• "· ." , ••• .~, 

, ... ".:, .. ,, ~ 0 0 0 ,._h ... 0 0 0 
"'..,,, 0 0 0 
""" L .. - .. I" 0 0 0 
",,,',, 0 0 0 ...... '.,,"',."" .. 0 0 0 
''''m , oj ''', I, .. 0 0 0 
<olio" .... , .... "I.~ " 0 0 0 
",,'" """".,'<0-,, 0 0 0 " ."" .. 

, ,· ... no,; " "" ,,, 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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4 . Looki ng bllc.k lit WOUI weBr$ at Sc:h roe!k:,-, w ha t would have be .. n hdllfu l to belte .. 
l' rt'I"'''' yuu 1m yuuc II'-'SI hill h s <:h,N,I III.,",,? 

....•. ·_.v .. " .... ,,,., 
'u"" " ~ ....... , 
.... " .. r • • ,.. 
".""' co·o. ,,,. ,"' h,.._"" ........ ", , .. ~ .. . .. ,"' ..... ~ ... ,. ",.". -.. .. ... -... ~ ... ... . . ,',," ....... " .. _.' ...... ..... ,,,,, ".011 ... ·, ....... ( .. . 
,. ............ . < .... , ........... : 
r., _ . ........ ', .. " •.. _ .... ,., . ..... ; ..... ' .... ", 
._, ... ,;,0. ,_, 

(. " 1'1'" .... , ,, ', ,,, , 

.r< ... ,,"" co" .. " 
" ,,- .. Owe< ...... 
1o" ... ~ .. . ... , 
... "' • ." "'. ,,,, f .~,,, 

, •• " " '''' "" .J 
''' ' , f " . " I,,, ... C", 

¢ .. .... . . .. ~ "" • . ', .. ,"",.~'" ..... , 
c .. " .. ." .. . " '" , •• ... ~ .. . _., .,' 
" .. ~ '"'' ... "'. 

." " , ....... ' 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
U 

o 

o 
o 
o 

""'.w.,, " ..... , 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

o 

o 
o 
o 

... ", 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

o 

o o 
o 

"" . ., ... ...... , 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

o 

o o 
o 
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2 . Academics 

!to How importan t WilS it for vo u to do ,~ e ll , n 5cl10011 

0." " ," ".,rt" , 

o ' .~ ' w' " ".,.""" 
0"'·,"'" 

6. How import~ n t waS it t o vo"r pilrent5 / 11"~ rdi~n5 tl1 ~t vou clo well in 5cl1oc l, 

() """ ." ..... " .. , 
o '.n.w'" .. ,." ..... 
o "'.,rt .", 
o [ .... m " Nnport.o, 

1. Pie"."" indKa t" tlte ""''19'' of vo ur {u ... ·"nt GPA: 

o J({ - " 

0 " -'" 
0.,-., 
0"-'" 

0,.-70 
0., -0> 
0 .. " ,,"-
II. H .. w w .. "Io J V"" r " l ., y .. " r ., f fun l" v.,1 '" c'"'!.I " n J" I" "d ,;"vi,,!.1 fUJIC (iPA? 

o "dol" """ '" '" 
o p", ' "OC" ~,," to '"'' 

0-",,',0 " ,-0 , b" " "' • • ,~." " . '" to< "",..."..,. 

o Co." no' ",, ' """'" " "d .. "',-
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3 . Chai"",,s, Chai<:es, Chai"es 

9 . If plannin9 to attend community or a -I y" ar co ll"9" in the f~ll, what are u, .. 
rcaSons you wa nt to !10 10 colle!lc? ( P l e~se check all t hOl t ~ pp ly J 

D . 00< ""1" < "" ,,, , . . ... " , .. '" .. ~." 

o Tn , ,, ~.~ ~ • • • , .,. ho-.. • ,.,in, ;'" 
o ""j<, ,."',;., 
o ". ·.·t :~ .." ... . " ',,, ,,. 

o ... ~ ,, '. " ... "'. 
u "" c" ,," ,. , ••• '''' , ,-,.,., . .. , .~ ,.. ... .. 

DC •.• , •• m" " ,. '.1 , ... . ,ob ,." '"' 
n .'" ... "~ " ,0 "h., " ' ... 

10, Plell5e indi c~ l" the g ene ril igeogril ph ic n rC!! of col leges you ~ p p li ed t e : 

C) I ,, ~ .... .. , h _ _ . , {w'"', " , ., ~ , 

':J " ,,<O m "." .-. " 

C) .C~ Om ", " 0 

() <." c . .. , 

() <n.d 

() "." 
~ ':..J ." " .. ' ," UOA 

C) I "~ " , .,,.] 

C) c,. ,~, .,.', c. ~" ~',., •• • , .. " .... ~. 

11. How nll! ny co ll ~es/un i~" r5iti e5 did you ~pply to? 

0 , 
0 ' 
,:) 7_' 
I:) ,~ _ 

0", 
~ ':..J "" not ",I, to .M co" " . , .... ... t .. 
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12. How m~ ny of the colleges/univers ities did you get ~cccptcd t o? 

0, 
O· 
0 , 
o 10 · 11 

0 '" 
o c,. ,," " .. , " "'" <0' ''''' " .. ""',",, 

13. Do ye u fed ~ n vthi ng con,.tr~i n c d vour col lege se ~ rc h ? Even if you did not "pply 
t o lillY (oll"'lJ e.;, d O".,11 fed the re w e re t here li llY fll (tOl'" thllt " top ped YO ll fl 'gm 
applyi ng? (Check all that apply) 

Dc.".,,, •• , ' "~.o .... ;0 " • 

o ' .oJ" .,,, .••• , '''''' 0"" .. .,~I 
u .. " of "'''~ ' ''"'''",. I '',, ,,," " .... 
D .", .~, .. ., . " . J ..... '" ",." . • " 

o <'~ " '''''''"'' .,',;" 

0" ,0/ ' "PO"" " "o ~ .If •• ~ 'n; ~ 

0 .. ,'" ""'".," ,,',,' <, .... " "'"" , " " .. OW"" "",, " """ . "~ I 

J.4. Plea5e re t e the followi ng fnct o r! by importllna: in choosing t he co ll c g c/tr ~ d c 

""h,,,JI{rni li l iO 'Y n pli",,{juh " Ie. in YHur I' I ~ n s fo , n.,.1 y"M: ." " ., ,.,,,,,,,. .... " . ,,, • • ,, .. "rt .. , !~"rt" t "'" .... ". .. ,m .. ' 
""" .. 0 0 0 0 
"' .. -. '~ ".,;o" , 0 0 0 0 ...... <on " " 
,,, ; y . ,. t.,.~. I~ ' ''' 0 0 0 0 .,« "~ .. , y_" , 0, 
. ,,, ' " ~, .u., .oJ 
." .. ,,, w,,'''' ,,~) 
" ;.,, •• ,".~" 1""" -' 0 0 0 0 ' do, ' , ... . ~, •. ~ • .,. ... , ~ " ",., ,, ,. ... , ) 

""''''"'' ",.,..,," .... r" 0 0 0 0 .. , ,,, ,, n, ... "" . 

""'''~ '''' " ""''' -",,' 0 0 0 0 
C.", 0 0 0 0 
, ;, "., . , , ;' ,' " hoI",,, •• 0 0 0 0 • " I, ' k 
0 ;' "''' , . , ; ' .0 " . 0 0 0 0 <>" .. .. .. ,,,,1<0 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Other Pt"eparation 

o l he, ", . . . .. . "' 

lb. Uoes your f'''''i IV " Qree w ith your dlOicM fo r lleKt y",,(1 

0 '"' 
0·" 
0"" no " "'" 
17. Did 'lOll take t he SAT " "d /or ACn 

0'·· 
0 .. 
HI. Ui d you t~ke the il PI, ro pt'il!" p r"elicc ">c,,m (" J! (I'SA I ~"d f o r I 'LAN) 

0' .. 
0'" 
19. If Y"s, di d yo u fi nd the p,;'ctice c><1I mS help ,,,t in s tudying/p. cparing fo r the SAT 

and/or ACT? 

O """· " ·"~ I 
o >Om""" " " '" 

0,,·'·'·' 
0 ' '"'-",,'', """" 
00;' ... ,,'. , •. ,onlP<.'" 
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5. C .. ~.,er 

:In. 0o YO" I"'m~ wh"t <" .. ..,~ ,)g .. "',.,r,,1 ",."''' "f ..... "iy vo" wo"kl lilo,., to "" ",,,h ,,,lIy 
I'ursue? 

() "",on ", " . ' ~' 

C) n.,,~ , . <0.," of ._ "9" ~. , .. n.".,,~ , 

Cl "" ., ...... , , ~ ...... 
Cl ." - "". ,~,,, : ,,', 

" '" " ,. . ," " ,, (0) , ..... "' . , .. b, ~ ., 

21. What is the educat io n leve l requ ire d to r VOl,. career(s I 01 in terest? 

::) ,,.,, ",,,,I, , l'" '' .",,,,,.', """ .. """h" "'" " ... " 1" ",,',,<,<,,, 
() , .• , ..... t.,,, , .... . ' ,,"'. 

C) ~. " •..• ''' ''' '' .. " .. 
o ' n;n-'., 'm' ,~I. ~ 

2~. How IOllq have vou ocen inte res ted in your .-h osen .-.areer j ilrca o t study? 

(), ." ..... ~ . 
,'" v ,, -,. .. , . ..... 

" 

, v ,-n .. ,,, , , 

0 .... "',,' ~O"' - , 

23. What '5 th ~ ma ,n wav V<><II~arn .. ~ abc ut this ca r e~rl (ch .. ck a ll t hat . pplyl 
o ld, . :, ..... " '~ . ~~"" " ., ",., ~ ,~ 

o , ... . ' .. If. , . " ... .. " . , 

D <0 • ., ,, 

D ,",,", 
D 10 K"'" 

D·,,', 
0 1 .... . _ . 

0" .... ' " ....... 
n , .. , Of, "ml, . .. :; • • ,,, •.• ,., ,. ;'" ,f.",- . ,~ •• ," ·1 
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2-4 . W~.t il mOlt i m ~ ort .. nt to YOU when e~oosin!l ll ' .. ~er? 
....... < ~ .. ... ", "" .... , ;--" " )~>.-, "'''"'~ ,,, ........ 

_ •• " . w" .. , .... 0 0 0 0 ...... -....... 
....... ... . .... wt .. 
, .. "" _ ........... () () 0 () . ~ .... , .. • ," , .... 
R " .. ; .. ,. " 0 C 0 0 
. , .......... (,t, 0 0 0 0 ........ ". , ~ .. " . .. _ .; 
c .... " _ ,,, , ,,'101> 0 0 0 0 ...... u'".·., .... 
",,-'''''''') -, .. , ........ ~ .. ~ 0 0 0 0 
w .. : ....... _ .. . - " ..... -. 0 0 0 0 .. ~ 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. Last But Not Least •. . 

1~. Uo you feel you r <Kadem,< experience at Schroeder has pre pared you for VOll. 

I' 0~t high ..-h n"I I. I "I)~~ 

c· .'" " "' 
() <~ ." . " 

C" !" "" . .,.1, ... ,.,« 

C' I .... " , ' r,., . ~ . ... . ", . J 

26. Do you feel emotionally / !OOcially p repa red lor post hig h s(h oo l p lans? 

C'·O' ''. '' >''''''; 

c' , ...... M" • ' • • " "" , ~ .• " " "_.,.. , . In ... . . , , • •• , ", ~ , f,,' " -0"" ' 

( ) I ~ ' W" «J.d ..... " I ~ .,". " od 10, , ,- ,.,, " ., 

1 7. N"x! Y""u T ,.1"" to : 

c' ~, .. " ....... 
c.~" ., m • • " .' ni< ' ' .m~"" I. ,_ ,~ .... ~ • • , 0, , .. ~. " " .... ><,ool, .,;, .... ,. , ob " 0",' . "' ...... ",., . .,;,,~, 
.... . « .) 

C' ~" " m , . , ,, ~ ,, ' '' ''"Tot" .. """." 'J' ." ",d" """,.". ,,_ ,,"""' ........ , co. :.n ... .... "" .. t . 

"""",-,, "" J 

28. lNt1i1t "re, som" activities you mig ht h~"" Ii ked to h ~y" "xpcricncod or g"ncr~ I 

d '''d'' or \" ,uwle"y", yo u W..,lIkl li d W~ lik" .. " lUr" i, ,fu n " dl i..,", ..,,, l u Lo"u" , 1''''1-'<'''' r ur 
yo u r P05t t" g h school plans? (check a ll t ha t apply) 

o ' .oJ, ,,, , ..... "., ... ,.x. ".c , . . . .... ....... . oJ~ .... ., . .. , ... n . , ""' "' oJ . .. ",.w., •.• , ... . '"~ " ., ..... . 
• ". ! 

o <~ ... 0'""";,, l" ' "_ " , .. ~ to. . :.', '.·,.d ' ","n o ... , ; , . , ~ .. e , ., . ' ;, ,, w oo< . ''''. ' , ," 1 

o ooa d,'m ,,:. ,,1 " ...... " ;,. ( • • • ' ''' ,",~/ .. >~~,"' " •• U . , , •• '" ,~, f"'~m . " " .. , . .... 1',; ,. ~". 
'''''"'"'''' ', " ......... "TOe' , ., ~, .",1 

01 « r' , : . .... . " ,' " • .",,'" n . ", ,,, . " .. "",,,,", 

2g. Plea!>e tell U5 anvthin~ vou m ight have ~one diftere nllv to belle r prepare 

yo urself for \'Ou,' tnlnsition Out of hi"h 5d1ool: 

I ~ 
30. PI ~ ~~ 1.,11 u~ ~nyth inll your coun~., I ....- cou ld h~v .. d o n., 0 ,- you would h"v., lik f>d 

more of to ben"r he lp vo u p repa .... fo r yo tlr tr~ n.itlon out of hi g h school, 
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3 1. I> I "~~,, 1,,( u~ kn ow ~ny g en"c~ 1 ~d Yi.,., yn u w ould giv" to u n d"ccl~~~m"n ~~ th", 
II rc p~re for their t r.lnsit ion out 0 1 h igh ~hoo l: 

~ 
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Appendix C 

STATEMENT OF INFORMED CONSENT FOR STUDENTS 

The purpose of this research project is to examine 12
th
 grade student’s academic, social/emotional and 

career needs as they transition out of high school. This survey is designed to assist with the understanding 

of those needs in order to help better prepare other students through a career and college education 

program. If you agree to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a survey about your high 

school experience and your post high school plans.  Data will be collected through Survey Monkey on the 

Internet.  There will be no identifying information on your survey and there would be no way to identify 

your responses.  This research project is also being conducted in order for me to complete my masters’ 

thesis for the Department of Counselor Education at the State University of New York College at 

Brockport. 

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. Being in it, or refusing to be in it, will not affect 

your grades or class standing. You are free to change your mind or stop being in the study at any time.  

I understand that: 

1. My participation is voluntary and I have the right to refuse to answer any questions.  I will have a chance 

to discuss any questions I have about the study with the researcher after completing the questionnaire.  

2. My confidentiality is guaranteed. My name will not be written on the survey.  There will be no way to 

connect me to the written survey. If any publication results from this research, I would not be identified by 

name. Results will be given anonymously and in group form only, so that neither the participants nor their 

schools can be identified.  

3. There will be no anticipated personal risks or benefits because of participation in this project.  

4. My participation involves reading an online survey of 31 questions and answering those questions online. 

It is estimated that it will take 15 minutes to complete the survey.  

5. Approximately 380 people will take part in this study. The results will be used for the completion of a 

research project by the primary researcher.  

6. Data and consent forms will be kept separately in a locked filing cabinet by the investigator and will be 

destroyed by shredding when the research has been completed 

I am 18 years of age or older. I have read and understand the above statements. All my questions about 

my participation in this study have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in the study 

realizing I may withdraw without penalty at any time during the survey process.  

Please sign the form in the space provided.  

Please complete the survey and return this consent form to your social studies teacher. 

If you have any questions you may contact: 

Primary Researcher:  Courtney Cannan, 670-5263 

Faculty Advisor:  Dr. Thomas Hernandez, 395-2258 

     SUNY College at Brockport: Department of Counselor Education 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature of Participant         Date 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name Printed 
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Appendix D 
 

STATEMENT OF INFORMED CONSENT FOR MINORS 

The purpose of this research project is to examine 12
th

 grade student’s academic, social/emotional and career needs 

as they transition out of high school. This survey is designed to assist with the understanding of those needs in order 

to help better prepare other students through a career and college education program. If you agree to participate in 

this study, you will be asked to complete a survey about your high school experience and your post high school 

plans.  Data will be collected through Survey Monkey on the Internet.  There will be no identifying information on 

your survey and there would be no way to identify your responses.  This research project is also being conducted in 

order for me to complete my masters’ thesis for the Department of Counselor Education at the State University of 

New York College at Brockport. 

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. Being in it, or refusing to be in it, will not affect your 

grades or class standing. You are free to change your mind or stop being in the study at any time.  

I understand that: 

1. My participation is voluntary and I have the right to refuse to answer any questions.  I will have a chance to 

discuss any questions I have about the study with the researcher after completing the questionnaire.  

2. My confidentiality is guaranteed. My name will not be written on the survey.  There will be no way to connect 

me to the written survey. If any publication results from this research, I would not be identified by name. 

Results will be given anonymously and in group form only, so that neither the participants nor their schools can 

be identified.  

3. There will be no anticipated personal risks or benefits because of participation in this project.  

4. My participation involves reading an online survey of 31 questions and answering those questions online. It is 

estimated that it will take 15 minutes to complete the survey.  

5. Approximately 380 people will take part in this study. The results will be used for the completion of a research 

project by the primary researcher.  

6. Data and consent forms will be kept separately in a locked filing cabinet by the investigator and will be 

destroyed by shredding when the research has been completed 

You are being asked whether or not you want to participate in this study. If you wish to participate, and you agree 

with the statement below, please sign in the space provided. Remember, you may change your mind at any point and 

withdraw from the study. You can refuse to participate even if your parent/guardian gives permission for you to 

participate.                                               

Please complete the survey and return this consent form, along with the parent consent form to your social 

studies teacher. 

If you have any questions you may contact:                                         

Primary Researcher:  Courtney Cannan, 670-5263          

Faculty Advisor:  Dr. Thomas Hernandez,  395-2258       

                SUNY College at Brockport: Department of Counselor Education  

I understand the information provided in this form and agree to participate in this project. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________  

Signature of Participant          Date 

______________________________ 

Birth date of participant  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of a witness 18 years of age or older         Date 
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Appendix E 

STATEMENT OF INFORMED CONSENT FOR PARENTS 

This form describes a research study being conducted with students about their academic, social/emotional and 

career needs as they transition out of high school. This purpose of this research is to understand the needs of high 

school students in relation to their post high school choices, in order to create a college and career counseling 

program. If you agree to have your child participate in this study, s/he will be asked to complete a survey about their 

high school experience and their post high school plans. Data will be collected through Survey Monkey on the 

Internet.  There will be no identifying information on your child’s survey and there would be no way to identify your 

child’s responses.  This research project is also being conducted in order for me to complete my masters’ thesis for 

the Department of Counselor Education at the State University of New York College at Brockport. 

Your child's participation in this study is completely voluntary. Being in it, or refusing to be in it, will not affect 

your child's grades or class standing. S/he is free to change her/his mind or stop being in the study at any time.  

I understand that: 

1. My child's participation is voluntary and s/he has the right to refuse to answer any questions. S/he will have a 

chance to discuss any questions s/he has about the study with the researcher after completing the questionnaire. 

2. My child's confidentiality is guaranteed. Her/his name will not be written on the survey.  There will be no way 

to connect my child to the written survey. If any publication results from this research, s/he would not be 

identified by name. Results will be given anonymously and in group form only, so that neither the participants 

nor their schools can be identified. 

3. There will be no anticipated personal risks or benefits because of participation in this project. 

4. My child's participation involves reading an online survey of 31 questions and answering those questions 

online. It is estimated that it will take 15 minutes to complete the survey. 

5. Approximately 380 people will take part in this study. The results will be used for the completion of a research 

project by the primary researcher. 

6. Data and consent forms will be kept separately in a locked filing cabinet by the investigator and will be 

destroyed by shredding when the research has been completed.  

You are being asked whether or not you will permit your child to participate in this study. If you wish to give 

permission to participate, and you agree with the statement below, please sign in the space provided. Remember, 

you may change your mind at any point and withdraw from the study. Your child can refuse to participate even if 

you have given permission for her/him to participate. 

I understand the information provided in this form and agree to allow my child to participate as a participant in this 

project. I am 18 years of age or older. I have read and understand the above statements. All my questions about my 

child's participation in this study have been answered to my satisfaction.  

If you have any questions you may contact:                                     

Primary Researcher:  Courtney Cannan, 670-5263                       

Faculty Advisor:  Dr. Thomas Hernandez,  395-2258       

  SUNY College at Brockport: Department of Counselor Education  

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature of Parent         Date 

Child's name:______________________________________________________________________________ 

 


